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ABSTRACT
The growing use and demand for microwave communication systems has led to an increase 
in system density, particularly in urban areas. Consequently this rise has increased the risk of 
interference. Especially in urban areas the abundant presence of potential obstacles increase 
the risk of multipath propagation. Multipath propagation on radio links is associated with 
signal delays and signal level fades on which adversely influences the system performance.
For efficient frequency planning the knowledge of the multipath geometries involved is 
required. This knowledge can be obtained by resolving the experienced multipath field into 
its constituent components yielding their amplitudes and angles of arrivals at a receiver 
terminal.
Some previous investigations into the resolution of multipath generated height gain curves 
are documented in the literature. These generally however concentrate on resolving the two 
predominant signal components. In an urban environment the number of expected constituent 
signal components exceed the number of two. Resolution of more than two components 
requires considerably more effort than this relatively simple case.
This thesis provides a component resolution procedure which determines the individual 
amplitudes and angles of arrival of constituent multipath components. The procedure is 
applied to the spatial amplitude envelope observed when displacing a receiver incrementally 
over a distance of a few wavelength through a multipath field. The presented solution can be 
applied with inexpensive measurement and computational means. For the resolution process 
it is only required to record the envelope pattern amplitude values without any phase 
information being required. The use of a single standard antenna as receiver is also sufficient. 
The procedure does not require data of an array of antenna elements. The performance of the 
resolution procedure has been tested and validated in an extensive experimental programme 
which was part of this research.
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In microwave communications a dramatic development has taken place in recent years. In 
the past a typical microwave communications system consisted of two tall masts placed 
probably 50 km apart with open country in between. The recent developments in 
micro-electronics and information technology have had their impact on microwave 
communications leading to a widespread use of both fixed and mobile radio systems. Today 
there can be found terrestrial as well as satellite links used in rural and also in urban 
environments with fixed and mobile installations. Satellite television has become common 
and widely received by many households. Fixed terrestrial microwave links are increasing in 
numbers as are the services they carry, due to the expansion in telephony channels, analogue 
as well as in future digital high definition TV signals. Furthermore the needs of commerce, 
business and also domestic users increasingly require the availability of interactive 
communications.
According to a report by the Radiocommunications Agency of the Department of Trade and 
Industry (DTI)(1988), there will be an expected move away from copper cable traditionally 
used by telephone companies to radio waves. These can cater for local access links for the 
delivery of advanced data to mobile terminals, and there are suggestions for the 
implementation of a Microwave Video Distribution System (MVDS). Since the publication 
of the above mentioned DTI report MVDS components have be made available by many 
companies. Companies such as Phillips or Dudley Lab advertise their MVDS products in 
online catalogues (Phillips and Dudley Lab internet-site, 1998). A recent search by the author 
showed an existing system supplied by Dudley Lab in operation in Venezuela.lt operates at 
28 GHz, other systems at 23 GHz are also advertised. Phillips offers similar systems for a 
range of frequencies extending as high as 40 GHz. Some of the advertised systems operate 
bidirectionally and are therefore designed to accommodate new interactive digital TV
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channels. They are also capable of supporting Local Multipoint Communications Systems 
(LMCS) for local area computer networks. A rise in applications and increase in the number 
of such systems in operation is therefore to be expected in the near future. Many of these 
services share the same frequency bands as the satellite services with obvious interference 
risks.
This rapid increase in applications gives rise to the problem of trying to accommodate the 
radio links in a relatively small geographical area. For example especially in terms of the 
mutual interference between co-and adjacent channel links. Hitherto simple geometrical 
separation techniques are employed which aim to control the level of this interference by 
maintaining sufficient separation between the growing number of systems catering for the 
consumer requirements. Furthermore it will not be satisfactory to seek solutions by moving 
to higher frequency bands. From an engineering and a business point of view it is much more 
desirable to use each available frequency band more efficiently since there is only a limited 
number of frequency bands available. Also very high frequencies radio links are more 
expensive and more difficult to operate using more advanced technology. They are also more 
likely to be influenced by factors like rain, snow and hail. In future there will be a growing 
demand to share radio frequencies amongst several users.
With an ever increasing number of services operating in the same frequency bands the 
problem of mutual interference becomes more and more significant. This also applies to the 
rapidly increasing use of mobile communication systems (e.g. cellular mobile telephone 
services) and the expansion of these services into higher frequency bands.
1.2 The Interference Problem
For system planners the two most important factors are the reliability and the possible 
co-channel interference experienced on a certain link. The interference may arise because a 
number of different factors which include the prevailing climate, length and topography of
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the radio path and the presence of neighbouring co-channel transmitters. All combine to make 
it possible for a spurious transmission to be received by the radio terminal.
In the not too distant past the main objective for radio system planning engineers was to try 
and achieve sufficient service coverage of the area served by the link. This meant that the 
minimum signal level obtainable at most receiver locations for most of the time was sufficient 
to ensure a good quality of service. As far as taking into account basic terrain data and basic 
propagation mechanisms these were valuable and guaranteed a high quality service. However 
with the rapid increase in radio links the interference problems has become more and more 
important. This has led to the necessity of having to assess more accurately the level of 
interference experienced on the link and experienced as a function of time percentage (Hall 
and Barclay, 1989). The likelihood of interference increases immensely in densely populated 
areas where it maybe necessary to share frequencies among a number of users. Buildings, 
which are available abundantly in these areas may contribute to the amount of interference 
because of reflections and scatter from them. But they also offer the prospect of being used 
as shields to protect radio terminals against interference. For this purpose detailed knowledge 
about the behaviour of microwave signals in the shadow region of buildings is needed as well 
as knowledge about the possible paths in such a situation.
1.3 European initiatives for effective interference reduction
With increasing political and cultural integration in Europe plus the fact that radiowaves are 
not constrained by political boundaries it was necessary to set up Europe-wide programmes 
to perform effective methods of interference reduction especially in Western Europe.
Therefore initiatives were set up to co-ordinate radio transmissions across Europe and also 
provide both a more detailed understanding* of the propagation mechanisms and data for an 
interference reduction on a European basis. The programmes supported by the 1TU-R 
(International Telecommunications Union - Radio Communications Section) include various 
COST-programmes (European Collaboration in the field of Science and Technology). The
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University of Glamorgan has collaborated in a number of research activities and contributed 
widely to two COST programmes over recent years, namely COST 210 and 235. The results 
of COST 210 were published in 1991 (Cost 210, 1991). Its primary objective was to 
recommend improved procedures for the prediction of statistics of signals likely to cause 
co-channel interference, to minimise the Co-ordination distance between radio systems in 
Europe.
One of the three main areas of research in this project dealt with interference reduction and 
site-shielding, named as one potentially useful method. This work was intensified in Working 
Group 3 in the COST 235 project which started in 1992 entitled "Radio wave propagation 
effects on the next-generation fixed service terrestrial telecommunications systems". The 
aim of this working group was to focus on developing new, accurate site shielding methods 
and eventually the formulation of a generalized site shielding procedure. Under those COST 
projects the University of Glamorgan in collaboration with the Radiocommunication 
Agency, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory and British Telecom Laboratories has investigated 
this useful interference reduction technique as part of their collaborative measurement and 
modelling programme.
1.4 Influence of buildings and site-shielding
Site-Shielding is an interference reduction technique which utilises obstacles to shield a radio 
terminal from an interfering signal. The shielding obstacle can be either natural or man-made, 
including the following: hills, vegetation, buildings, pits and embankments, fences and 
screens.
These techniques and their effectiveness have been subject to many investigations by 
previous researchers, signal reduction due to terrain was investigated by Boithias (1973), 
Lucia (1972) investigated the possibility of placing a receiving earth station in a pit. 
Lucia (1970), Gould and Schmitt (1977) and Scheeren (1988) investigated the use of artificial 
site-shielding measures such as conducting solid or small meshed fences. A combination of
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measures is documented by Bratnik (1983) for the Federal Express Corporations earth station 
on Somerset, New Jersey, where both a reinforced concrete wall and an artificial pit are use 
for shielding.
With microwave communication links increasingly being used in urban areas right into the 
heavily built up city centres as opposed to being confined to rural areas a few years ago, the 
prospect of using existing buildings to shield radio terminals from unwanted interference 
becomes more pressing. Research in order to provide system planners with data evaluating 
the amount of shielding provided has been conducted over recent years. Van Dooren (1994) 
carried out scale model investigations on the problem, whereas Haslett (1991) investigated 
actual buildings. Also theoretical investigations have been published by Haslett (1991), Levy 
(1993) and van Dooren (1993). These references investigate the diffraction mechanisms 
involved since it is the primary propagation mechanism utilised in site shielding.
Over a number of years as part of the site-shielding research at the University of Glamorgan 
the influence of buildings on microwaves has been investigated. Haslett (1993) modelled and 
measured the diffraction of microwaves cause by buildings and Ding (1994) carried out 
similar investigations on the scatter of radiowaves by buildings.
The prediction of the signal strength in the proximity of a building, which may be utilised for 
the purpose of site-shielding, in general has to take into consideration the possibility of 
multipath propagation of the signal. The receiving antenna could be subjected to the 
following modes of electromagnetic wave propagation:
1) Diffraction from two or more edges of the building.
2) Diffraction and specular reflection caused by edges and sides of adjacent buildings.
3) Scatter from an adjacent building or buildings.
4) Transmission through the shielding building.
5) Scatter from trees and other vegetation in the vicinity of radio terminal.
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This leads to a situation where the receiving antenna in the proximity of buildings will always 
be subjected to the resultant of all the contributions travelling on the above mentioned signal 
paths.
This means that in investigating the propagation properties of buildings in an urban 
environment the probability of multipath propagation becomes significant, due to the fact 
that buildings will create a number of paths for the signal. A single isolated building can 
according to Haslett's (Haslett, 1993) investigations easily provide 35 dB of protection, the 
so called site-shielding factor (SSF). The site-shielding factor (SSF) is defined as the ratio of 
the received interference signal power in the absence of an obstacle to the received in the 
presence of the obstacle. This will normally be different from the diffraction loss (Haslett, 
1993).
However in urban areas it is highly unlikely to find isolated buildings which could be utilised 
to protect a proposed receiver. In the presence of other buildings, and structures such as 
lamp-posts, roof-top antennas, metal banisters, fences and vegetation the scatter and 
reflections from those structures will lead to the forming of a multipath situation at this 
receiver location in the shadow of the shielding building. It was encountered during earlier 
measurements by Haslett, that the numerous contributions received in the shadow region of 
a building would when progressing further into the shadow make it impossible to distinguish 
the diffracted signal from the reflections and scatter from adjacent surfaces. This meant that 
the dynamic range of the measurements in the diffracted field was limited, because only the 
sum of the individual contributions could be measured and not only the diffracted signal. So 
to increase the dynamic range of the equipment a way of isolating the lateral contributions 
was needed. The problem experienced here is of course a general one affecting any radio 
wave link in terrain that contains a number of obstacles, and especially urban built up areas 
again. Whenever a receiver in these areas is placed in the shadow region of a shielding 
building or other structure it is very likely to receive unwanted contributions of the signal 
from reflections arid scatter from adjacent structures. To distinguish, locate and evaluate the 
different contributions of this resulting multipath field a highly directive antenna would be 
needed to measure these individual components. And even with a very directive antenna
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strong signal components may still 'leak' through side lobes of the antenna. Also a highly 
directive antenna would be very bulky and hence hard to handle and align and because a large 
antenna also means that it is very likely to be in its near field when measuring close to 
buildings, which effectively means a widening of the pattern again (Ding, 1994). For system 
planners in any situation where multipath propagation is experienced it will be of great 
interest to resolve this multipath into its constituent components to asses whether a proposed 
receiver location is suitable or whether countermeasures have to be taken. A detailed 
knowledge of both the angle under which the interfering component (of the same signal) 
arrives at the antenna and its magnitude is required to define the multipath field at that point.
1.5 Signal Separation
As mentioned in the previous paragraph in urban situations in many cases the receiving 
antenna is subject to a multipath field which results from the interaction of the component 
waves, which may be assumed to be plane, propagating past the antenna. The resultant field 
and the direction of the propagation of the various components constituting this multipath 
field together determine the level of the signal received by the antenna. A simple example is 
the classic interference pattern created when two waves travelling in opposite directions 
interact.
From a radio system planner point of view it is highly desirable to understand the propagation 
mechanisms affecting a planned or given link to find optimal solutions. It is of great value to 
be able to locate the position of an interfering source, which when done with respect to a 
planned or given receiver location may be described by the angle of arrival relative to a 
reference direction. Also the relative amplitude of this interference with respect to the wanted 
signal at the receiver is of great interest to asses the likely effect of the interfering signal.
For this purpose a procedure to resolve the combined multipath field observed at the receiver 
terminal into its constituent components is needed.
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1.6 Objectives of the Research
In the light of the problems encountered in the previously mentioned research programme 
and the knowledge that multipath propagation is an ever present phenomenon in urban radio 
wave propagation, an investigation was carried out on how to resolve a multipath field into 
its constituent components. The main aim is to formulate a procedure, which will enable 
system planners to resolve a given multipath field from knowledge of its spatial variability 
over an appropriate distance. The resolution process consists of determining the relative 
magnitude of the constituent signal components and their angles of arrival at the receiver, 
relative to a reference direction.
The main objectives are listed below:
  Describing theoretically the received interference pattern in a multipath field 
consisting of 2 or more components accompanied by suitable simulations of 
multipath field patterns typically arising;
  Investigating the feasibility of analyzing the real part of the resulting 
interference pattern with suitable signal processing techniques, to gain 
information on the constituent components leading to the multipath field 
under consideration;
  Searching for the occurrence of similar or related problems in the published 
literature and investigating how their relationship with this project;
  Establishing a theoretical framework in which the problem of separating the 
multipath field into its components can be formulated for an arbitrary 
arrangement of sources;
  Considering a generalization of this theory to continuous signal source 
distributions in addition to discrete signal source contributions;
  Considering methods of finding solutions to specific cases which are likely 




  Finally the formulation of a resolution procedure which yields accurate 
information on the relative magnitudes of the constituent signal components, 
their angles of arrival and an estimation of their accuracy.
1.7 Outline of the Thesis
Chapter 2 summarizes the relevant literature for this research project, which includes 
published material in books and articles on a range of subjects and related aspects of the 
work. This includes microwave propagation, site-shielding, multipath interference and 
optics. The latter was investigated because light waves behave in very similar fashion to 
microwaves, since they both are forms of electromagnetic waves.
Chapter 3 describes the theory of multipath interference outlining how the multipath field can 
be described mathematically. A simulation for received amplitude envelopes or interference 
pattern in a multipath geometry is given. Two main cases corresponding to discrete sources 
(reflections, diffraction etc), and continually distributed sources (scattered signals) are 
described.
Chapter 4 describes the use of the Fourier transform as a signal processing technique to 
analyze the interference pattern of a multipath field. This spatial pattern is received in a 
multipath field and can be detected by linearly displacing the receiving antenna in small 
displacement relative to the wavelength recording the signal amplitude at each step. The 




Chapter 5 describes the development of a multipath resolution procedure using the discrete 
Fourier transform (DFT). Properties of the DFT relevant to the resolution procedure are 
discussed. Methods of improving the accuracy of the procedure results are presented. Also 
results of the application of the resolution procedure to simulated multipath geometries are 
given.
Chapter 6 describes an experimental programme carried out to test and validate the developed 
component resolution procedure. Experiments were carried out in three different 
environments.
i) Multipath geometries using specially set up multipath fields utilising reflector boards, 
ii) multipath geometries arising from building formations, 
iii) experiments inside an anechoic chamber.
(i) and (ii) were outdoor measurements at 11 GHz, whereas the indoor measurements (iii) 
were carried out at 20 GHz.
Chapter 7 shows the results of the various experiments in the experimental program. A 
validation of the experimental data is given.
Chapter 8 analyses the theoretical accuracy of the procedure and outlines the factors 
influencing the resolution and shows limitations of the procedure. The influence of noise in 
the measured data on the accuracy of the procedure is discussed.
Chapter 9 presents the conclusion and outlines further studies.
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CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND STUDIES
2.1 Multipath propagation
Multipath propagation is a common occurrence in radio-wave propagation and well 
documented in literature. Early publications in HF and microwave propagation like 
Bullington (1947) already realized that with shorter wavelength multipart] propagation 
becomes more apparent. Multipath propagation means that signals travel from the source 
towards the receiver via different propagation paths. The receiver receives not only the direct 
line of sight (LOS) signal but also contributions reflected and scattered from or diffracted 
around structures on or in the vicinity of the direct path. At higher frequencies more structures 
likely to be large compared to the wavelength and hence act as sources for reflections.
The signal at the receiver is the resultant of the phasor addition of the individual signal 
component waves arriving via the various propagation paths. The individual signal 
contributions arrive at the receiver location with different phases depending on the individual 
path length. The received signal level can vary considerably over small distances of only a 
few wavelength (Jakes, 1974). Displacing the receiving antenna in a mukipath situation over 
short distances will result in large variations in signal strength. The varying signal strength 
with distance shows pronounced amplitude minima and maxima (Hall and Barclay, 1989). 
The signal strength minima are experienced as deep fades which can be 40 dB or more below 
the maximum received signal level (Duffy, 1988).
Alien (1984) and Duffy (1988) summarize the effects of multipath propagation on long radio 
links. On long links different propagation paths arise from ground reflections and reflections 
or refractions from atmospheric layers caused by changes in the refractive index of the 
atmosphere (figure 2.1). The refractive index changes with time through weather and 





Indirect (interfering) path Receiver
Figure 2.1 Multipath propagation on long radio links (Duffy, 1988)
On shorter radio links multipath propagation is mainly due to reflections, diffraction and 
scatter caused by obstacles such as buildings and other man-made and natural structures. This 
is particularly relevant in urban areas, see figure 2.1.
V//////// 1
/ Building
Figure 2.2 Typical multipath situation in an urban environment (Hall and Barclay, 1989)
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Here the receiver might be at a low hight above ground, situated between buildings, often 
without a clear line of sight transmission from the signal source, Cichon et al, 1993. Multipath 
propagation in these situations is regarded as static, i.e. not time variant (Parsons and 
Gardiner, 1989). A static field of varying signal strength levels is the result of the interaction 
of the various signal components. Matthews and Mohebbi (1989) show a measurement signal 
levels in a multipath field. They created a three-dimensional display of the field by plotting 
the signal levels over the xy-plane of there measurement samples. The measurements were 
carried out at UHF frequencies.
Displacing the receiver over small distances through this field a spatial pattern of signal 
strength over distance can be recorded. This pattern is generally referred to as amplitude 
envelope (pattern), Jakes (1974) and Parsons (1992). Figure 2.3 shows such a pattern as given 
by Parsons and Gardiner (1989).
Distance (wave)engths)
Figure 2.3 Received amplitude envelope pattern with moving receiver under multipath 
conditions (Parsons and Gardiner, 1989)
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2.1.1. Effect of multipath propagation on radio links
Radio link systems are adversely affected by multipath propagation for three main reasons:
  Rapid changes of received signal strength with small displacements of receiving 
antenna, including deep fades in the signal level.
  Relative delayed arrival of signal components at the receiver caused by signal 
components travelling over different propagation paths.
  Both the above mentioned effects are strongly frequency dependent which has 
implications on wide-band systems.
Deep fades in the signal strength at locations where strong signal components combine in 
antiphase leads to insufficient signal strength levels and system outages. At locations of 
sufficient received signal levels the transmitted message will be affected by delayed signal 
components arriving later via longer propagation paths. The delays lead to distortions in 
analogue systems and cause errors in digital systems (Brown, Galzier, 1964). Interference 
from delayed signals limits transmission rates on digital links (Parsons and Gardiner 1989).
Phase differences caused by path length differences are dependent on the wavelength of the 
transmitted signal and hence the frequency. Locations of troughs and peaks in the spatial field 
of received signal levels differ for each frequency.
Figure 2.4 shows how a multipath notch, a signal fade at a certain frequency at a certain 





IDEALISED CHANNEL FILTER RESPONSE
AREAS WHERE ADJACENT CHANNEL 
INTERFERENCE ARISES.
Figure 2.4 Source of adjacent channel interference
When transmitting a signal occupying a finite bandwidth the different propagation path 
lengths within the multipath medium have approximately the same electrical length for any 
closely spaced frequency components, their amplitudes and phase variations will be very 
similar. As the frequency separation increases the behaviour of the signals of different 
frequencies becomes increasingly uncorrelated, because the differential phase shifts along the 
various paths are quite different for each frequency. To asses the expected performance of 
radio links statistical parameters are used.
The signal delays are plotted as delay spreads of signal level over time delay. A coherence 
bandwidth is introduced (Jakes, 1974). The coherence bandwidth is a measure for the 
bandwidth over which spectral components are affected in a similar way by multipath 
propagation. Co (1972), and Matthews et al (1985) and Molkdar and Matthews (1988), give 
examples of such investigations in the UHF mobile communications band. Alien (1984) and 
Duffy (1988) show how these parameters influence the bit error rate (BER) for different 
modulation techniques on long radio paths. Langewellpott (1982) and Kiirner and Wiesbeck 
(1994) investigate shorter urban links.
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A great number of different methods and techniques to minimise multipath effects on radio 
channels are documented. Space and frequency diversity techniques utilise the fact that fades 
in the received signal are very localized and frequency dependent. Using several different 
locations or frequencies for the same information will minimise the multipath effects on the 
signal (Parsons and Gardiner, 1989), Beach and Swales (1989). Other papers concentrate on 
optimising different modulation and transmission techniques for multipath situations, for 
example Bernyukov (1988), Loulay and Holtzman (1984), Nossek (1989), Schultz and 
Hofgen (1984).,
All the references listed in this section demonstrate that multipath propagation is generally 
undesirable and great effort is spent to minimise the problems associated with it. The 
geometry leading to the compound spatial field of signal levels in multipath situations is often 
not obvious when the receiving antenna is affected by a compound field of multipath signal 
components. Identification of constituent signal components and the quantification of their 
amplitudes and angles of arrival at the receiver would lead to an understanding of the signal 
sources giving rise to such a geometry. These factors can be taken into account at the system 
planning stage. Difficulties could be avoided employing techniques such as the use of higher 
directivity antennas, relocation of receiving terminals and or shielding them against 
interference.
2.1.2 Site-shielding
The technique of shielding radio terminals against unwanted interference utilizing terrain 
features, man-made obstacles or purpose built shields is know as site shielding. Early 
publications show examples of satellite earth stations being protected from interference from 
nearby terrestrial radio links. Bratnick (1973), Lucia (1970, 1972) and Gould and Schmitt 
(1977) show examples how earth stations can be protected by situating them in oval pit with 
extra protection by barrier walls or microwave fences. These measures require a considerable 
amount of construction work around the antenna. Lucia states a depth of 38.5 ft for the pit 
with respect to the highest point of the surrounding earth wall. Bratnick's paper shows a 16
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ft hight concrete wall on a 10 ft high embankment surrounding a 15 ft deep pit. These 
dimensions illustrate the amount of construction work necessary to protect the earth station 
antennas. More recent site-shielding investigations try to utilize existing features for the 
protection of terminals (Sheeren 1984). Here especially in urban areas it is intended to place 
terminals in the shadow of existing buildings to achieve protection (van Dooren, Haslett, 
Levy, 1993, van Dooren, 1993, van Dooren and Govaerts, 1993). In an urban situation it is 
very unlikely to find an isolated building standing on its own as protection. A receiver placed 
in the shadow of an urban build will therefore always be subjected to a variety of signals 
reflected and scattered from adjacent buildings. Any solutions to the site-shielding problem 
in built up areas therefore require an in depth knowledge of the various signal components 
arriving by different propagation modes at the receiver (COST 235, 1996).
2.2 Resolution of multipath field components
As mentioned above it is possible to record an amplitude envelope pattern in a multipath 
situation when displacing the receiver through this field. This recorded pattern can be utilized 
to identify and quantify constituent multipath components. The interference of plane waves 
at microwave frequencies is very similar to the interference of monochromatic coherent light 
used to create holographic images.
2.2.1 Principle of holography in optics
Holographic images are created by the interference of a reference light beam with the light 
reflected from or shining through the object. The image (hologram) will be the result of this 
interference on the image plane, which can be light sensitive photographic film (or a plate) 
to have an image that can be repeated and copied (figure 2.5). If the hologram is created using 
a monochromatic laser, the principles involved (geometrical optics) are very similar to a 












Figure 2.5 Principle of holography with transparent object (Hecht and Zajac, 1974)
2.2.2 Power density of a holographic image
The time averaged Poynting vector of an electromagnetic wave symbolized by <S> is defined 
as:
(2.1)
where: c = speed of propagation of the EM wave 
eo = permittivity of vacuum
EO = electric field vector of a linearly polarized EM wave 
BO = magnetic field vector of a linearly polarized EM wave
In optics the power density or Poynting vector is also defined as light irradiance often also 




According to Hecht and Zajac the resulting light irradiance along the photo plate of a 
hologram (like the one shown in figure 2.1.1, a case of 2 interfering light beams) using 
polarized monochromatic laser light is:
E2 E2 
/ = -- + ~- + EOBE00cos(0 - Oo) (2.3)
Where BOB and EOO are the interfering components of the electric field, BOB represents the 
electric field of the reference beam and EOO that of the object beam (figure 2. 1 . 1). <t> and ®o 
are:
O-rr Otr
O = -r-x sin6 and O0 = -r-x sin6o respectively. (2.4)
2.2.3 Adaptation of holographic principles for multipath resolution
A number of authors have addressed the use of holographic reconstruction methods using 
height gain functions on microwave links. Height gain functions are interference patterns in 
the vertical plane arising from the interference of ground reflection and reflected path in the 
atmosphere. Moving the receiver in a vertical line will reveal a similar interference pattern to 





Figure 2.6 Geometry resulting in height gain functions (Sayidmarie andAbbosh, 1993)
Ja, Sayidmarie and Khildir (1989, 1991), Sayidmarie 1993) show the use of the height gain 
function to estimate angles of arrivals of a reflected component. The basic interference model 
for height gain functions is a two ray model. Ja (1975, 1976) shows a method using the 
sampled hight gain functions to reconstruct the location of signal sources. Ja applies the DFT 
to the square of the sampled height gain function to resolve angles of arrival and calculate the 
locations from these. He does not resolve any amplitudes, the frequency range used in 
investigation is 2 to 4 GHz.
Sayidmarie and Khildir (1989, 1991) use Ja's technique to calculate ground reflection 
coefficients as well as source locations at a frequency of 1.09 GHz. In the later paper 
Sayidmarie and Abbosh (1993) use a horizontal displacement of the receiving antenna to 
receive an amplitude envelope; the frequency used was 167.5 MHz. As before, Sayidmarie 
and Abbosh use this technique to calculate the reflection coefficient for signal reflected by 
the ground and the source height.
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Narayanan et al (1996) adapt the methods used in the papers by Ja (1975, 1976) and 
Sayidmarie (1989, 1991) for the measurement of reflection coefficients of different ground 
surfaces at the millimetre-wave frequency of 95 Ghz. They use the same two component 
model as in the previous documents and gain additional information by applying a filtering 
process in the spatial frequency domain the separate what they call specular and diffuse 
components. They compare the different resulting diffuse components for measurements of 
different surfaces to determine a specular and a diffuse reflection coefficient for each surface 
depending on the grazing angle in each experiment.
All the papers mentioned above investigate methods to locate signal sources in a vertical 
plane, with the exception of Sayidmarie and Abbosh (1993) the receiving antenna is also 
displaced in a vertical direction. Common to all the above investigations is the use of a two 
ray model. The extension to more than 2 specular signal components is not been covered.
To adapt the holographic method to the resolution of multipath components in a horizontal 
field of n contributions these methods need to be developed further, which is the aim of this 
research programme.
The papers document the feasibility of using Fourier transform techniques on patterns of real 
data without additional phase information. Generally many documented signal processing 
techniques are applied to sets of complex input data samples containing information of 
amplitudes and phases, see section 2.3.
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2.3 Choice of signal processing technique
Figure 2.2 depicting the received amplitude envelope when displacing the receiver through 
a multipath field shows a periodic or at least quasi periodic nature. The Fourier transform 
lends itself for spectral analysis of periodic signals (Beaucham and Yen, 1979). Webster and 
Scott (1987) use Fourier transform techniques to determine angles of arrival in tropospheric 
multipath propagation. They use an array of 12 antenna elements with a equal spacing of 51 
wavelengths between elements and record both amplitude and phase of the signals arising at 
the elements. They determine angles of arrivals of signal components at different times of the 
day applying Fourier transform techniques to this complex data, the frequency used here was 
16.65 GHz.
A wide range of different signal processing methods is documented in literature using a 
similar principle. All of these are based on complex input data received by an array of several 
antenna elements usually equidistantly spaced in a straight line. The exception is Moody 
(1980) who uses a circular array of antennas.
Examples for the processing of complex data obtained using a linear array of antennas are:
Bucker (1977) compares FFT and Prony algorithms on narrow-band signals in an ocean 
environment. He explains that Prony's method uses a series of exponential functions to 
represent a given function as opposed to the series of geometric functions used in the Fourier 
transform.
Gabriel (1980) describes a number superresolution techniques using array antennas to 
provide the input data for his algorithms.
Hug (1982), Kumaresan and Tuffs (1983), Johnson (1992), Mewes (1995), Sletten et al 
(1996) and Quiquis and Boulinguez (1997) give further examples of different signal 
processing techniques utilizing complex data received by array antennas.
Kay and Marple, (1981) list a comprehensive list of a number of different signal processin 
techniques, and compare the performances of those.
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Extensive literature is available on the different resolution techniques, the ones listed here a 
re examples of the use of such techniques for similar resolution problems as the component 
multipath resolution problem subject of this research project. Many authors have developed 
methods with far better performance than the Fourier transform for specific applications. 
However many of these algorithm require substantial computational effort and more 
importantly only work on input data containing both amplitude and phase information of the 
received signal.
The aim of the research programme presented here is to develop a resolution procedure that 
can be implemented with inexpensive sufficiently simple hardware using only one receiving 
antenna recording amplitude information only. It was therefore concluded that the use of the 
Fourier transform as suggested in the literature on holography in section 2.2.3 was the best 
possible approach.
2.4 Summary and interim conclusion
Multipath propagation is widely observed on radio paths especially at microwave and 
millimetre-wave frequencies. The increased use of these frequency bands in urban areas and 
the need for efficient frequency planning means that multipath propagation needs to be 
addressed in these situations.
Radio links are adversely affected by multipath propagation due to unpredictable deep fades 
in the received signal strength at particular locations and delays caused to the signals 
components travelling on paths of different lengths. Both effects vary depending on the 
multipath geometry, which may not always be well defined.
The understanding of propagation mechanisms involved in generating a multipath field in the 




A method to resolve the various constituent multipath field components would be extremely 
useful in these situations. The aim was to develop such a method with relatively simple 
engineering and measurement requirements.
Literature published on locating signal sources from height gain functions using Fourier 
transform techniques indicates that a received amplitude envelope can be utilized for the 
purpose of multipath resolution. However using holographic principles the relatively simple 
case of two interfering components considered in most of this literature will have to be 
expanded to n components.
The Fourier transform technique applied to the spatial amplitude envelope patterns 




CHAPTER 3 THEORY OF COMPONENT RESOLUTION
In principle two different kinds of signals leading to a multipath can be distinguished, 
depending on whether they originate mainly from specular reflection or from scatter 
(Narayanan et all, 1996). Surfaces whose roughness is small compared to the wavelength will 
cause specular reflection, whereas vegetation will scatter the signal into a random distribution 
of incoherent signals. For this reason this chapter consists of two parts: Part 3.1 describes 
theoretically the multipath field generated by discrete signals, like reflections from walls and 
other surfaces. This leads to the interference of coherent signal components with well defined 
phase angles. The second part (3.2) deals with scattered signals, with random phases 
generally and because of their large number may be considered as originating from a 
continuously distributed source.
3.1 Discrete Sources
The resolution of multipath fields produced by discrete sources deals with the resolution of 
the components of the interference pattern generated by discrete rays of signals. These can 
originate from specular reflections from surfaces, diffracted signals around the edges of 
buildings or other structures, and signals penetrating through structures. These signals 
recombine to form the multipath field. They originate from the same transmitter and hence 
are of the same frequency and can be considered coherent, so that fixed phase 
interrelationships can be assumed. Assuming discrete rays of signals means that the principles 
of geometrical optics apply (Born, Wolf, 1993). An application of the interference of two 
coherent signals may be found in the area of holography, where in two ray models especially 




3.1.1 Theoretical description of the multipath field
The described procedure for the resolution of constituent components of a multipath field is 
based on the idea of recording the resultant interference pattern of the various components. 
The receiving antenna is placed at the location of interest (i.e. proposed receiver location) in 
the multipath field and then displaced linearly in small increments fraction of a wavelength 
long over a total distance of several wavelengths. While displacing the antenna the resultant 
signal strength is recorded at each point. The displacement is one increment at a time and the 
acquisition of each record is done while the receiving antenna is motionless. So there is no 
need to consider any Doppler shift of the received signal unlike in many mobile 
communication models, where the speed of the receiving mobile is significant (Jakes, 1974; 
Parsons 1992).
The signal strength is the resultant of the phasor addition of the individual contributions to 
the multipath field. The phase difference between the individual components varies 
differently for each component depending on its respective angle of arrival at the receiver 
relative to the direction of the displacement. So while moving the antenna the magnitude of 
the resultant field varies as a function of displacement. The recording of the absolute value, 
which represents the magnitude of the phasor addition, results in an interference pattern of 
magnitude versus distance, commonly known as the received amplitude envelope over 
distance (Jakes, 1974; Parsons, 1992). This pattern can be analyzed in the way described 
below yielding information about the magnitudes and angles of arrival of the individual 
contributions.
A typical multipath situation is shown in figure 3.1, where reflections from 2 buildings in the 
vicinity of the receiving antenna interfere with the original unobstructed signal arriving 
directly from the transmitter. The respective displacement of the receiving antenna for the 
purpose of recording the interference pattern is also shown. In this figure it should be noted 
that for the purpose of clarity the extent of the displacement is exaggerated in comparison 







Figure 3.1 Example of a multipart field, with constituent components indicated
3.1.1.1 Two-component multipath field
The simplest case of a multipath situation is one consisting of two signal components, e.g. a 
direct component propagating from the transmitter to the receiver and a second component 





Figure 3.2 A two component multipath
Receiver
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At microwave frequencies (e.g. frequencies used in this investigation are 11.2 and 20 GHz 
with wavelengths of 2.7 and 1.5 cm respectively) involving typical multipath propagation 
path geometries it is justifiable that far field characteristics of the receiving antenna are 
assumed. The criterion widely used to determine the far field may be expressed as follows 
(Kraus, 1950):
(3.D
where: D = the far field distance of the antenna 
d = the largest dimension of the antenna 
X = the wavelength
In a typical urban environment the distance to the transmitter will be large in comparison to 
the far field distance D of the antennas involved. The receiving antenna will also in most cases 
be sufficiently far enough away from the reflecting or diffracting structures. 
This means that plane wave propagation can be assumed. The voltage V induced in an 
antenna caused by an electric field E can be described considering the antenna angular gain 
pattern as a function of angle 9. If the directive gain of the receiving antenna is G(9) in the 
direction of the arriving wave, the induced voltage follows as (Kraus, 1989):
V>=kG(Q)E> (3.2)
Where 9 is the angle between the direction of propagation of the wave and the principal axis 
of the antenna, k is a system constant. If two or more plane waves arrive at the receiving 
antenna the voltage induced in the antenna is given by the phasor sum of the voltages induced 
individually by the constituent wave components. So in the case of two plane waves EI and 
£2 arriving at the antenna (see figure 3.3) the received signal strength may be expressed as:
7*=^ + ^ (3.3) 





where a is the phase difference between the two constituent fields Ei and £2 arising at the 




Displacement oi receiving antenna
Figure 3.3 Wave propagation in a two component multipath field
Apart from the interaction of two plane waves Figure 3.3 also shows the displacement of the 
receiving antenna. In this case the antenna is displaced along the direction of propagation of 
one of the multipath field components. Theoretically the antenna can be displaced in any 
direction, over distances of a few wavelengths X, but it is convenient to have the direction of 
displacement coinciding with one of the arriving components.
The signal received in such a case as a result of the above mentioned phasor sum is expected 
to vary between maximum and minimum values given respectively by:
_ ;, i /~VA \f i /~YQ MT I C\ f\\ n — K I wl CM Jzil ~r \J\\}2)Ci2 I v-1 '^/
VR . =JklG(6,)£1 -G(02)£2 l (3.7)
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A typical pattern that was observed in a two component multipath with a 60 cm parabolic 
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Figure 3.4 Measured interference pattern in a two component multipath field, using a 60 cm 
parabolic reflector antenna
The component resolution task consists of determining the two components Vi and V2 from 
a pattern like the one in figure 3.4 and for this relatively simple case the solution is 
straightforward. The maximum amplitude of the pattern in figure 3.4 is given when both 
components are in phase, so their amplitudes add up, whereas the minimum amplitude results 
from the component phasors being in antiphase, leading to a difference between the 
individual levels, i.e.:
/R i ="max - V2 (3.8) 
\VR . I = V, - V2 (3 - 9)
From knowledge of the minimum and maximum values of the received interference pattern 
VR it is easy to determine the amplitudes V] and Vi.
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To resolve the spatial angles of arrival of the components (61 and 82) relative to a reference 
direction the distance between successive maxima of the received signal VR can be utilized. 
It is the distance between two points where the two contributions are in phase, and shall be 
defined as \eff, which is indicated in figure 3.4. Generalizing the situation in figure 3.3 to 
cases where the displacement direction of the receiving antenna does not coincide with the 
propagation direction of any of the signal component the relative phase angle a between the 
two phasors Vi and V2 can be expressed as:
a = x(cos02 -cose 1 ) (3 (3.10)
Where: P is the phase constant 2nfk and
x is the displacement of the antenna relative to the zero position
By definition, when x = Keff, the two phasors are in phase i.e. a = 2n, so that equation 3.10 
becomes:
271 = "keff (cos62 - cosSj) 27T/X 
or 'kgff - -   -     : (3.11)
eff ICOS02-COS0] I
If all the distances are normalized with respect to the wavelength of the radiation and the 
direction of displacement of the antenna is made to coincide with the direction of propagation 
of one of the field components, e.g. 61 = 0 (for instance as indicated in fig 3.3) this leads to 
\eff becoming:
Where Keff is given in normalised units of the wavelength X.
So the angle of arrival 62, with respect to the direction of displacement in the case of a 
multipath field consisting of two components can be determined simply by noting the 
distance (\eff) between consecutive maxima of the recorded interference pattern VR.
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3.1.1.2 Multipath field consisting of more than two components
When the multipart! consists of more than two components the situation becomes more 
complex. In most cases it will not be possible to solve analytically for the component 
amplitudes and their angles of arrival from the spatial plot of the interference pattern. The 
different component phasors will still acquire phase values such that at some points their 
phases are almost aligned or misaligned. This leads to the interference pattern thus exhibiting 
maximum and minimum values, some of which are absolute and others localised, where only 
some of the phasors happen to be in phase or in antiphase. The patterns formed this way show 
some periodicity or quasi-periodicity (see section 3.1.1.3), but their shape depends greatly on 
the path geometry involved, which will cause the individual components to arrive at certain 
angles with certain amplitudes. In general it has proved difficult to resolve patterns formed 
by three or more components analytically using the spatial domain functions unlike the 
situation in the two component case. However the theory derived for the two component case 
will be generalized to fields consisting of n components in the next section, where a method 
of resolution will be given.
The theory can be generalized for greater numbers of field components by assuming a 
receiving antenna responding to a compound multipath field produced by the interaction of 
several plane waves EI, £2 ... En having directions of propagation 61, 02 ... 6n with respect 
to a reference direction taken conveniently as the principal axis of the antenna. The waves 
are assumed to be co-planar (2 D-model) which in practical cases can be justified, considering 
a distant transmitter and the reflecting and diffracting objects in the vicinity of the receiver 
mostly lying in the azimuth plane.
Figure 3.5 gives the top view, looking down on the receiving antenna in a typical multipath 
situation with several components, propagating horizontally with low elevation angles.
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Direction of displacement 
Figure 3.5 Receiving antenna responding to several sources in a multipath field (top view)
As in the two component case, to resolve the multipath field into its constituent components, 
the receiving antenna is displaced linearly along its principal axis over a distance of a few 
wavelengths X in small discrete increments, a fraction of A, long. In displacing the antenna 
over a distance x, where x is very small relative to the distance between the receiving antenna 
and the sources giving rise to the multipath field the resultant signal received will display an 
interference pattern caused by the superposition of these components. 




Where Ar and ocr represent the amplitude and relative phase of the received voltage caused 
by the contribution from the rth source.
A displacement x causes the individual angles (Xr to change by the amount:
dar = fix cos9r = -T-JC cos0r A.
(3.14)
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Where "k is the wavelength and (3 is the phase constant 2n/'k.
Compared to the distance between transmitter and receiver as well as to those between 
reflecting and diffracting structures and the receiver, the displacement x is very small, so that 
the amplitudes Ar stay virtually constant, over the range of its variability. Hence the 
magnitude of a resultant voltage at an observation point can be expressed as:
(3.15)
r=\
It is theoretically possible to choose an origin O at a point where all phasors are in phase (i.e. 
ov = 0, for all r). In this case VR will be at an absolute maximum, given by:
r=l
Which leads to the simpler equation for VRX relative to origin O
(3.17)
r=\
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the simplest possible multipath case would be that 
resulting from two components, i.e. the direct path and one reflection. Solving equation 3.17 
for n = 2 leads to:
. 2ic   . 271 .VR =\A ] e J ^xc°^+A,e J 'x xco^\ (3.18)
nx
For simplicity the exponent of the exponential function will be called jcpr, so that:
V^=IA,«*'+A2 **M (3-19) 
Solving for the absolute value (magnitude) leads to:
VR = VA? + A2 + 2A 1 A2cos((p 1 - (p2) (3-20)
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• u 27t nwith: <pr = -^-xcosQr (3.21)
Equation 3.17 can be expanded for any number of components larger than n = 2. 
For n = 3 using equation 3.21 it will be:
VRx =\A} e *' + A2 e to + A3 e^ I (3.22) 
which leads to:
V/j = YAj+A2+A3 + 2A]A2cos((pj-(p2) + 2A]A3Cos((p]-(p3) + 2A2A3cos(92-93) (3.23)
In the same manner as a component phasor has been added to eqn. 3.19 to result in eqn 3.22 
this can be expanded to n components. As can be seen form the solutions of these vector 
additions, eqns. 3.20 and 3.23, adding a further multipath field component adds an additional 
squared amplitude An to the sum of the squares of amplitude values, it furthermore adds a 
cosine expression onto the sum of cosine expressions, and also a difference term with all the 
cosine terms present. As a general rule for the number of cosine terms (Nkcos) in the 
expression for VRX depending on the number of components i can be given by:
Where Nkcos is the number of cosine terms in an equation with i signal components, and a 
maximum of n signal components. In practical cases the number of components is unlikely 
to exceed 4 significant signal components, although the expressions derived in this chapter 
can be expanded to infinitely more than 4. These expression for VRX describe the received 
amplitude envelope in a multipath field when displacing the receiver linearly. To resolve the 
constituent components a method is needed to find solutions for the amplitudes AI, A2,...,A n 
and the angles of arrival 9i, 92,...,6r. The phase terms (pi, (p2,-..,9« express the angles of 
arrival through equation 3.21.
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The resolution of the amplitude envelope can be achieved using Fourier transform techniques 
as described in chapter 4, with chapter 5 describing the development of a working resolution 
procedure. Here it is considered useful to present two typical examples of received signal 
envelopes, which are discussed to get an insight into the resolution problem and its 
subsequent analysis.
The graphs shown in section 3.1.2.1 were created using a computer simulation of a path 
geometry, simulating the resultant amplitude envelope received in a multipath field. This is 
explained in the following section.
3.1.2 Computer simulation of the multipath field
A computer simulation was developed to investigate the behaviour of the envelope received 
in different multipath situations. These could be conveniently modelled, yielding results 
which were found very useful in developing and optimising the component resolution 
procedure. This simulation will be used here to give two typical examples of multipath 
signals. In chapter 4 a number of simulated examples are presented for which solutions are 
given in chapter 5.
To be independent of the signal frequency the calculations were scaled and normalized to 
units of wavelength X. The displacement x is expressed in units of the wavelength X. Let i be 
the number of points over the whole distance of displacement and N the number of points per 
wavelength. The ratio i/N determines the number of wavelengths over which the simulation 
is carried out. The displacement x can hence be written as:
x = jf 'k (3.24) 




The result of this simulation is an amplitude envelope representing the interference pattern
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received in a multipath field with moving receiver in volts over displacement scaled in 
wavelength A,. The following two examples have been generated using this simulation and 
serve the purpose of showing the expected nature of multipath interference patterns.
3.1.2.1 Two examples of simulated signal envelopes
Two examples of simulated interference patterns are presented here. The first one (figure 
3.6), is typical for a received signal envelope in a multipath caused by the interference of two 
signal components. The second one (figure 3.7) is an example of an envelope expected in a 
multipath caused by three signal components. The amplitudes and angles of arrival of the 





Figure 3.6 Simulated interference pattern in a 2 component multipath 
Amplitudes: A} - 1.0, A2 - 1.0 







Figure 3.7 Simulated interference pattern in a 3 component multipath 
Amplitudes: Ai = 1.0, A2 = 0.7, As = 0.3 
Angles: Q] = 0°, 62 = 45°, 63 = 750°
Analysing the shapes of the amplitude envelope received in a multipath field, in every case 
this appears to exhibit a periodic or quasi-periodic behaviour. In the simple case of two 
components the signal is clearly periodic, whereas in cases of three or more components the 
signal shows quasi-periodicity. At an early stage in the investigations this quasi-periodicity 
observed in measured patterns led to the consideration of Fourier transform analysis 
techniques for the purpose of resolving the unknown amplitudes Ar and angles of arrival Qr. 
The next section outlines the behaviour of the expected interference patterns in a multipath 
field (like the two examples shown above), which were generated by computer simulation.
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3.1.3 Quasi-periodicity of the interference pattern
The solution of the multipath problem may be obtained, it was determined, by applying 
Fourier transform techniques to the recorded interference pattern. Fourier transform 
techniques give best results on periodic signals (Brigham, 1988), therefore it will be useful 
to analyze the possible periodic nature of the interference pattern.
In the case of the multipath being caused by two components the shape of the received 
amplitude envelope is periodic. As the receiver is being displaced the resulting relative phase 
angle (a) between the two component phasors varies in fractions of 2n, depending on the 
ratio x/A,. The displacement x is linear, so a changes linearly in fractions of 2n. If the 
displacement is performed over distances greater than one wavelength a will also reach 
multiples of IK. The amplitude pattern varies with cosa, and because of the periodic 
behaviour of the cosine function for angles above 2n the result is a periodic pattern. This can 
be observed in figure 3.6.
In any cases where the number of constituent multipath components exceeds 2 however the 
situation becomes more complex. The resultant envelope is the result of the interaction of 
various phasors.
With displacement x the phases of these individual phasors will change by differing amounts 
over certain lengths of displacement, depending on their angles of arrival. The resulting 
spatial cycles for each phasor are independent of each other, so that localised minima and 
maxima in the recorded amplitude pattern are reached at certain displacement distances, 
governed by the resulting phasor sum at each point. The resulting shape of the interference 
pattern exhibits quasi-periodicity, rather than perfect periodicity as in the two component 
case. Also unlike in the case of two constituent multipath components, in cases with n > 2 
depending on the geometry leading to the multipath field (angles of arrivals of components), 
it can be difficult to relate the observed periodicities to the individual components directly 
from the spatial pattern. In some cases a situation is encountered like the one demonstrated 
in figure 3.7 where two periodicities with distance can be identified. This may be referred to
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as Agjff and X/oc. Again this is the case when one of the components is chosen to be in line
with the direction of displacement of the receiving antenna.
The derivation for the periodicities 'keff and A/oc is similar to the one given for 'kgff for the 
two component case in section 3.1.1.1. Again considering the general case (different from 
figure 3.3) the displacement of the antenna x not being parallel to the field component EI but 
at an arbitrary angle. The resulting phase angle caused by the interaction of all components 
can be seen as the superposition of the differences of two components at the time, so that for 
these individual points where the two phasors are in phase we may calculate:
a = -pc (cos02 - cos6 ! ) (3.26)
A
As before it applies that a maximum will be reached at a = 2n, this was defined as the distance 
\eff, so the result is equation 3.1 1 again:
27i = lkeff(cosQ2 - 
Normalizing the displacement in units of A,, 'keff results as:
(3 ' 27)
The remaining components will be superimposed, so that the derivation is similar, i.e. in the 
case of three components there will be a local maximum whenever 0.2 and 0.3 are in phase, 
substituting the indices in equation 3.27 leads to:
(3.28)
I (cos03 -
The three component case is shown in figure 3.5, where "keff and \ioc are marked for angles 
of arrival of components A2 and As of 45° and 150°, component AI was arriving at 0°, which 
means it was in line with the displacement of the antenna.
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3.1.3.1 Auto-correlation of the interference pattern
Theory
To investigate whether a given signal is periodic or not the auto-correlation function 
(Beauchamp and Yuen) is used. This information is obtained by making measurements of the 
amplitude of the signal at two times, separated by a delay t, finding their product, and 
averaging over the time of the record. The product is the auto-correlation, and the resulting 
curve is the auto-correlation function:
= lim (3.29)
For a completely random signal even a slight variation in delay will result in a reduction of 
the product, x(t)x(t +1) to a very small value, so that a large value will only be obtained at or 
close to T = 0. Whereas for the case of periodic components a large shift in t equal to half a 
period will be required before any substantial change in R(t) will be apparent.
Figure 3.8 shows the auto-correlation of a random signal in comparison to the 
auto-correlation of the interference pattern signal in a multipath in figure 3.9. The signal for 
which the auto-correlation has been obtained is the one shown before in figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.8 Auto-correlation RX(I) of a random signal
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The two component interference pattern is clearly a periodic signal. It consists of the addition 
of a constant and one cosine term. The square rooting process does not effect its periodicity, 
since only amplitudes > 0 are present (absolute value of received voltage VRX.
-100 100 
Number of lags
Figure 3.9 Auto-correlation Rx(t) of an interference pattern in a multipart field
The auto-correlation function of a typical three component interference pattern (figure 3.7) 
as shown in figure 3.9 clearly indicates its quasi-periodic nature. Shifts of x reveal large 
amplitude changes which show a repetitive pattern, but those repetitions, although very 
similar are not exact images of the previous one. However this quasi-periodic nature was 




3.1.4 Summary and interim conclusion of chapter 3.1
In a multipath field that has been caused by the interaction of an original signal with reflected 
and diffracted rays of this signal, information about this multipath field can be gained from 
the spatial pattern obtained by displacing a receiving antenna over a small distance inside this 
field. When displacing the antenna in small increments, a fraction of a wavelengths at time, 
over a few wavelengths, the resulting amplitude envelope can be recorded. This interference 
pattern is the result of the addition of the electric field phasors causing induced voltages in 
the antenna. The magnitude of this amplitude envelope as a function of distance is generally 
described by a non-linear equation. This pattern exhibits either a perfectly periodic behaviour 
if the field consist of only two signal components or is quasi-periodic when there are three or 
more constituent signal components. The interference pattern in cases of two components is 
relatively simple to analyze and has been utilized in other areas , such as holography. Fields 
with larger number of constituent components are more complex situations. And here 
constituent signal components cannot be determined straightforwardly as in the two 
component case.
Chapter 4 describes how the multipath resolution can be achieved using Fourier transform 
techniques.
3.2 Continuous Sources
To resolve signal components in cases where the constituent components can also result from 
continuous sources like vegetation scatter a different technique is necessary. The difference 
with scatter signals is that these cannot be considered coherent anymore as in the above case 
For these cases a different technique is required. This is referred to as deconvolution and is 
discussed in section 3.2.1. Schulz and Hofgen (1984), Jensen and Pandelis (1983), Stefanos 
and Christos (1985) utilized similar techniques.
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3.2.1 Deconvolution Techniques
This technique will be based on rotating the receiving antenna in a multipath situation rather 
than displacing it linearly. In this description it could be assumed that a receiving antenna of 
gain G(0) is placed in a combined field arising from the interaction of a continuous 
distribution of transmitting sources. The antenna could be pointed such that its principal axis 
makes an angle 0 with respect to a reference direction.
If Vi represents the voltage received by the antenna due to the source i alone causing a wave 
propagating at angle a; as shown, then Vi may be written as:
V>i = Ai G(Q-a.l)e^' (3.30)
where
Ai is the voltage which would be received by an antenna of gain 1 placed in the location of
the actual antenna due to source i alone
y; phase angle of Vi measured with respect to some arbitrary reference 
G(6 - a/) is the gain of the receiving antenna in direction of source i.
For n sources the voltage received is the phasor sum of Vi :
(.G(e-a,.)^' (3.31)
Equation (3.31) implies that the sources are co-planar and contained within the plane of 
rotation of the receiving antenna. As the antenna is rotated the amplitudes Ai remain 
unchanged as 6 is varied since by definition Aj is the voltage received by an antenna of gain 
1 . However y varies due to path length changes as well as phase changes associated with side 
lobes. In other words yi is a function of 6:
n
Hence V> Q = AG(Q-ai) e 1̂'^ (3.32)
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Equation (3.32) applies to a discrete distribution of sources and represents an alternative form 
of equation (3.5). In equation (3.5) the gain is absorbed in the voltage amplitude Ar received 
by the actual antenna whereas in (3.32) the gain is explicitly stated. This equation can be 
generalised for the case where the antenna is placed in a continuous distribution of sources. 
A(oc)da is the voltage received due to sources contained in a small angle da by a reference 
antenna gain of 1. Under these conditions equation (3.32) becomes:
'a (3.33)
Signal separation in this case consists of the determination of the function A(cc) from the 
knowledge of the received voltage VR as a function of the antenna rotation 0. Solution 
considerations of equation (3.33) are discussed below.
3.2.1.1 Ignoring the Phase Term
If the phase term in equation (3.33) can be ignored, an assumption which may be justified 
when the antenna is receiving a randomly scattered signal from buildings or obstacles 
surrounding the antenna (3.33) can be reduced to:
.271
(9) = J A(a) G (0 - a) da (3.34)
This represents a convolution process which may be solved using Fourier transform methods. 
Ft{ } denotes Fourier transform inside the curly brackets so that:
Ft{VR (0)}= Fj(u) (3.35) 
Ft{A(a)} = F2 (u) (3.36) 
Ft{G(6)} = F3 (u) (3-37) 
and
FI (u) = F2 (u) x F3 (u) ( x denotes multiplication) (3.38)
The solution of (3.34) thus involves the following procedure.
(i) Measure the received voltage VR(6) as a function of the rotation angle 0.
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(ii) Measure the gain function G(0) of the antenna.
(iii) Determine the Fourier transforms of VR(0) and G(9) numerically if necessary. 
(iv) Determine F2 (u) using equation (3.38).
(v) Carry out the inverse Fourier transform of F2 (u) numerically if necessary. This yields 
the function A(oc) which is the required solution.
3.2.1.2 Including the Phase Term
The phase term in equation (3.33) makes the solution of the equation more complex. The 
form of the function 7(6, a) is crucial to the solution of the equation. 
It is reasonable to assume that
oc) (3.39) 
This results in equation (3.35) becoming
c= f A (a) G (0 - a) e n (9 ~ a)Ja (3.40)
(3.41)
Where * denotes convolution.
Equation (3.41) may be solved using Fourier transform techniques as explained above. 
However it is now necessary to measure or determine not only the magnitude of the gain 
function G(0) but also its phase y(0) as functions of the rotation angle 0. 
Equation (3.40) shows that signal processing techniques such as convolution and transform 
methods can be used to advantage in signal separation studies. Further investigation of these 
methods could yield very useful results in modelling and characterisation of buildings and 




This method will require as mentioned earlier the knowledge of the radiation pattern of the 
receiving antenna not only in amplitude but also in phase.
One possible way of acquiring the phase information needed could be to compare the 
received signal to that of a fixed reference antenna and noting the difference in phase between 
the two (Matthews and Mohebbi, 1989). Also the antenna angular pattern of the receiving 
antenna has to be determined with respect to amplitude and phase, rather than just the usual 
amplitude radiation pattern. After this preparatory stage the measurements can be carried out 
by rotating the receiving antenna in a field of various different contributions, and comparing 
its phase with that of the reference antenna.
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CHAPTER 4 RESOLUTION OF MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE PATTERN 
WITH FOURIER TRANSFORM TECHNIQUES
The previous chapter described the interference pattern received by an antenna when 
displaced linearly in a multipath field. The quasi-periodic nature of the received pattern 
suggests that its spatial frequency spectrum may be utilized to obtain information about the 
angles of arrival of the constituent multipath components and their relative amplitude. 
Preliminary results obtained from the application of DFT analysis to the received pattern 
showed that such information can be obtained in a few simulated cases. These are given in 
4.1.1.
The following describes how the information about the amplitudes and angles of arrival of 
the constituent multipath components can be retrieved from the spectrum of the recorded 
amplitude envelope. This envelope represents a spatial pattern rather than a time signal since 
the variations in amplitude envelope occur due to the receiver displacement instead of time. 
The Fourier analysis will yield a spectrum of spatial frequencies, scaled in (distance)" . This 
terminology was previously used in mobile communications, Jakes 1974).
In the first section of this chapter a few simulated examples of amplitude envelopes and their 
DFTs are presented to indicate the dependence of the generated spectrum on the relevant 
multipath parameters, i.e. amplitudes and angles of arrival of the constituent multipath 
components. In order to determine these parameters from any recorded interference pattern 
mathematical linkage between the amplitude envelope in the spatial domain and its spectrum 
in the spatial frequency domain has to be made.
Two methods of establishing this linkage will be given here. The first method one uses the 
recorded magnitude envelope directly by applying a DFT to it. The resulting DFT shows a 
number of spatial frequency components many of which are spurious and undesirable for the 
purpose of component resolution. Moreover this method necessitates a complex substitution 
using binomial series expansions to explain the results in the spatial frequency domain so that 
the desired information on the constituent multipath components can be derived from it.
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To overcome the difficulties encountered with the first method a second approach has been 
developed using the square of the amplitude envelope to which we apply the Fourier 
transform. This leads to far less frequency components in the spatial frequency domain. Here 
the information about the multipath components can be extracted from the resulting spatial 
frequency domain using relatively simple relationships. This has led to this method being 
chosen as the preferable solution.
4.1 Interpretation of the spatial frequency domain
The interference pattern recorded when displacing the receiving antenna along a straight line 
in a multipath field was obtained as a set data of amplitude samples over the distance 
observed. As mentioned above this will be referred to as spatial domain. The application of 
the Fourier transform to this pattern gives rise to the spatial frequency domain. The values of 
spectral lines in this spatial frequency domain and the frequencies at which they arise will be 
investigated for useful information on the parameters to be determined.
In section 3.1.3 the terms \eff and X/oc for the periodicities that arise in the interference 
pattern of a multipath field composed of 3 components were introduced. The defining 
equations of chapter 3 for "keff and X;oc can be used to link the spectral lines in the spatial 
frequency domain to the angles of arrival of the components relative to a reference direction.
(3 '27)
I - lA/oc 
cos93 - cos9i1
These equations simplify if the receiving antenna is moved along the propagation direction 
of one of the components. For example displacing the antenna in the direction of the 
propagation of the first component the angle of arrival 9i will be 0. The arising spatial 
frequencies can be directly linked to Keff and 'kioc by:
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-ll = ^- (4.1)
*-eff
-ll = ^  (4.2)
For 61 = 0 the angles of arrival (62, 63) can be calculated from the spatial frequencies (fspi2, 
fspis) as follows:
82 = areas (1 -/,pl2), 63 = areas (1 -fspl2) (4.3)
In general, a multipath field resulting from the interaction of n components equating 81 = 0 
results in the angles of arrival 62, 63, ... ,6n becoming:
$ = areas (l-f^) with j = 2, 3, ... ,n (4.4)
where 6/ expresses the angle of arrival of the jth component with respect to the direction along 
which the antenna is moved.
4.1.1 Simulated examples
A computer simulation is described in section 3.1.2, which simulates the recorded amplitude 
envelope expected for given multipath geometries. Using this simulation four examples of 
different multipath geometries are shown to demonstrate that the DFT of these envelopes 
varies according to the chosen geometry. Figure 4.1 shows the simulated amplitude envelope 
for a multipath resulting from two components (a) and its DFT (b). Figures 4.2 (a) to 4.4 (a) 
show simulations of amplitude envelopes of three different multipath geometries resulting 
from the interaction of three components and their DFTs are given in figures 4.2(b) to 4.4 (b) 
respectively.
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Figure 4.1 Simulated amplitude envelope (a) and its DFT (b)for a multipath of 2 
components: A\ = l.Q,A2=l .0;
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Figure 4.2 Simulated amplitude envelope (a) and its DFT (b)for a multipart of 3 
components: A l = \.0,A2 = 0.7, A 3 = 0.3;
e^O0 , 62 = 45 C , 93 = 150°
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Figure 4.3 Simulated amplitude envelope (a) and its DFT (b)for a multipath of 3 
components: A } = 1.0, A 2 - 0.9, A 3 = 0.1;
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Figure 4.4 Simulated amplitude envelope (a) and its DFT (b)for a multipath of 3 
components: A } - 1.0, A 2 - 0.7, A 3 = 0.3;
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For each of the simulated examples above spatial frequencies corresponding to the chosen 
angles of arrival of the components can be calculated using equations 4.1 and 4.2. These 
values are listed in table 4.1 for comparison with the spatial frequencies of the lines in figures 
4.1 to 4.5. The angle of arrival of component 1 was chosen as 0°, leads to no spatial frequency 
related to this component.
//
Figure 4.1




















Table 4.1 Relation of angles of arrival and spatial frequencies in simulated examples
So far the following conclusions can be drawn from these simulations:
(i) A spectral line exists in each DFT at the spatial frequency corresponding to an angle of 
arrival not equal to 0 in each example.
(ii) The amplitude of the spectral line is dependent on the amplitude of the signal component 
arriving with the corresponding angle of arrival. This is especially evident from 
comparing figures 4.2 and 4.3).
(iii) There are other spatial frequencies are also apparent in the spatial spectra yielded in the 
different examples.
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4.1.1.1 The spurious spatial frequencies
It was found that additional frequency components at frequencies other than fsp in the two 
component case are harmonics of the first line at fsp . This can easily be seen in figure 4.2 (b) 
by the spacing of each line, which is fsp. In the other examples spatial frequency lines were 
found at multiples of the fspij. Additionally there were lines found at sum and difference 
frequencies of both the original fsps and their harmonics in various possible combinations. 
Many of these sum and difference terms will be relatively small in amplitude as the 
amplitudes of higher order harmonics become smaller but nevertheless as figures 4.2 to 4.4 
(b) show their are many spectral lines present in each DFT. The large number of spectral lines 
will make it difficult to derive the multipath parameters i.e. component amplitude and angles 
of arrival, from the amplitude envelope of an unknown multipath geometry. A method to 
avoid the occurrence of these spurious frequency components is discussed in section 4.3.
In order to relate the DFT result to the recorded amplitude envelope and with that to the 
multipath geometry, it is useful to review briefly the Fourier transform in the form of the 
Fourier integral for the spatial amplitude envelope. If h(x) represents the function of 
amplitude values depending on antenna displacement x the Fourier integral follows as:
= h(x) e ~dx (4.5)
where: x is the displacement of the receiving antenna 
f is the spatial frequency
H(f) is the resulting spectrum in the spatial frequency domain 
h(x) is the amplitude envelope in the spatial domain
For the two component case the spatial domain function (amplitude envelope) h(x) is (eqn. 
3.20):
h(x) = A + A + 2A 1 A2cos((p ] - <p2) (4 - 6) 
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OTT
with: <pr = yxcoser (3.21) 
The Fourier integral to solve would hence be:
-cp2) e~ dx (4.7)
This integral is intractable due to the complexity of the integrand. For more than two 
components more terms are added to the integrand and its complexity is increased further.
The general Fourier integral describing the Fourier transform of a recorded amplitude in a 
multipath field with n components can be written as:
x (4.8)
An alternative method of solving the Fourier integral arising in this application had to be 
considered, which used an approximation of the square root expression by binomial series. 
This is presented in section 4.2.
4.2 Binomial series approximation
A possible solution of the Fourier integral (eqn. 4.7) could be found by approximating the 
square root expression of h(x) by a binomial series.
The general binomial series is:
( . x /n m r ., , X-itn "V"* ,7l\ m n~ ni /» r^\ a±x) =a [1±-] =2^( )x a (4 - 9)
for a = 1 this simplifies to:
= i ±
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The series converges for x < 1
4.2.1 Two components
First a solution for the two component case will be given. For that eqn. 3.20 will be 
normalized by making the strongest component say AI equal to 1 so that A2 = k and k < 1. 
This means that amplitude levels are normalized to the value of the strongest component. This 
leads to the following expression for equation 3.20:
(4.11) 
Which can also be written as:
since l-2* + fc2 >0, 2k<\+k2 (4.12)
1 T" K
7 1/9The RHS of eqn. 4.12 consists of two parts, whereby the left-hand part (1 + k ) can be 
expressed as a binomial series, whereas in the other part a substitution needs to be made:
for ^i+r
So the expression in eqn. 4. 12 is turned into a product of two terms:
V^O+JtV^O+M)^ (4.14)
The left-hand (1 + k2) l/1 term does not present much difficulty to be expanded as binomial 
series, whereas the right-hand one includes a cosine function. Subsequent calculations 
showed that it was a relatively slowly converging function. This meant that the series had to 
be expanded up generally up to the 9th term, producing cosine terms of ninth order. 
Additional theorems for the cosine function up to the 9th order are as follows:
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cos2oc = -(l+cos2cx)
3 1cos a = — (2 cosa + cos3a)
4 1cos a = - (4 cos2a + cos4a + 3) o
cos a = — (5 cosSa + cosSa + 10 cosa)
cos a = — (6 cos4a + cos6a + 15 cos2a + 10)
3£
7 1cos a = — (35 cos2a +21 cos3a + 7 cosSa + cos7a)
OT*
8 1cos a = -rr:r (56 cos2a + 28 cos4a + 8 cos6a + cosSa + 35)
9 1 cos a = —— (126 cosa + 84 cosSa +36 cosSa + 9 cos7a + cos9a) (4.15)
The approximation of eqn. 4.14 using two different binomial series for the two factors can 
be written as:
i + r (4.16)
In the second binomial series representing the second factor in this expression any cos(p term 
will indicate a spectral line in the spatial frequency domain. This series in the right-hand half 
of eqn 4. 1 6 has to be expanded to higher order terms in order to make it converge. For cosine 
terms of an order equal to or higher than 2 equations 4. 1 5 indicate the presence of multiples 
of the angle in the arguments of the cosine function. These multiples of the angle cp will be 
found in the binomial series terms of order 2 or higher. This explains the occurrence of other 
frequency lines in the spatial frequency domain other than those directly related to the angles 
of arrival of multipath components. This presents an additional problem of accurately 
identifying those spectral lines to be useful in the determination of the angles of arrival.
In order to find expressions for the individual spectral lines of interest the resulting binomial 
series has to be searched so that the terms relating to each line can be collected which results 
in the following equations:
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22 ,4 ,6 -(2fccosq>)
- 
2 8 16 (1+jfe2)
(4.17)
The amplitude envelope of a two component multipath is a periodic signal, where the 
periodicity observed is "keff . This corresponds with the fundamental spatial frequency at 
its amplitude is given by:
(4.18)
The first harmonic of this line at double the spatial frequency (l/'keff ) can be derived as:
amplid. 2/v = (1 + - * + ± ...) H + ...) (4.19)
The speed of the convergence of the series depends on the relative amplitude Ai/A2. If Az is 
relatively small compared to AI the series will converge more quickly. Depending on the 
speed of convergence a sufficient number of terms for each series would have to be 
considered and the resulting system of equations would have to be solved for Ai/Az. 
However a two component multipath can be resolved much more easily without frequency 
analysis from the spatial domain pattern as shown in section 3.1.1.1. Whereas it is not 
possible to resolve any multipath geometry resulting from more than two components in the 
same manner applicable to a 2 component multipath. This means a solution for these cases, 
n > 2, is required. We start by examining the derivation for a three component case which 
follows.
4.2.2 Three components
In the three component case equation (3.23), (see section 3.1.1.2), can be expressed by a 
binomial series:
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os((pl - 92) + 2A 1A3cos((p1 - (p3) + A2A3cos(92 - 93) (3.23) 
The following simplifications were introduced:
= 92~9i (4.20)
= 93~9i (4.21)
923 = 93-92 (4.22)
*i=47 (4.23) 
k2 = -^ (4.24) 
so that:
sin2 (+£2 sin2 & + Jk sin2
VR =(l+kl + fci)[l ——————— - —————— -2 —————— — ] ! (4.25)2
or: VK = (1 + Jtj + *2) [1 -*] 2 where:
,,, . 2,912. , , . 2,913, , , . 2,923 N4(/c, sm (—-) + k2 sin (—-) + kfa sm (-—)
-—————————————————] ̂  (4.26)
Again it can be shown, that x<l. As such the term (I -x) can be expanded as a binomial 
series enabling terms to be collected and assigned to the various spatial frequency 
components, their harmonics and intermodulation products. The series expansion will in 
general be tedious revealing relationships between the relative amplitudes of the spatial 
frequency spectra and their frequencies, which cannot be simply presented. The degree of 
convergence of the series is a function of the value x. Where this value is less than 0.5 
indicating a predominant component relative to the other two, the series converges rather 
quickly, rendering it sufficient to consider only the first two or three terms. With x increasing 
towards 1, which corresponds with the three components being comparable in amplitude to
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each other, the convergence is slow and many more terms are needed. As an example the 
DC-term will be obtained from the series of equation 4.25. An expression for this is given in 
the section below.
~
4(*! sin2 ^ + jfci sin2 -^ + kfo sin2 ~)
,, ,, . 2 9l2 , , .2913 , , . 2923.216 (KI sin -T- + k2 sin -r~ + k\k2 sin ——)
———————^—————^———————— ± ..-) (4.27)
It can be shown that even when the expansion contains only 3 terms, the identification and 




The above shows the difficulties in trying to analytically determine the relative amplitudes 
of various signal components from a knowledge of the envelope of the signal received under 
multipath conditions. Deriving equations for the other spatial frequency lines in the spectrum 
will result in equations of even greater complexity. When the amplitudes of all, or some of 
the, multipath components become comparable, convergence of the series slows down, and
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more terms in the series have to be considered, further increasing the complexity of the 
equations. As in the two component case this system of equations would have to be solved 
in order to determine the relative amplitudes of the components in the multipath field. 
Moreover even after obtaining these results the problem of identifying the correct spatial 
frequency lines for the unknown angles of arrival remains and needs to be resolved. 
For multipath geometries arising from two interfering components the spatial frequency lines 
will be the fundamental, corresponding with the angle of arrival, and a set of harmonics. Here 
an identification of the relevant lines is feasible. In cases of three and more components 
however cross terms arise from sum and difference terms of the fundamental component and 
the various harmonics of each component. Correct identification in an unknown multipath 
geometry can to be very difficult with this large number of spectral lines. In addition when 
using the DFT this produces a sampled spatial frequency domain. It will be possible for 
spatial frequency lines to merge when two (or more) lines fall into one sampling interval and 
further complicate the correct identification of relevant spatial frequency lines. A solution has 
to be found that reduces the number of spatial frequency lines not directly related to the angles 
of arrival of multipath components. 
This solution is described in section 4.3.
4.3 Solution by squaring the interference pattern
Section 4.2 indicates the problems faced when trying to solve the result of a Fourier transform 
of the recorded amplitude envelope in a multipath field for the multipath parameters. The 
difficulties described are the result of the square root in equations 3.20 and 3.23. The square 
root is a non-linear process resulting in extra frequency components being introduced in the 
spatial spectrum. To reverse this non-linearity the square of the envelope will be used in the 
following for the Fourier transform. It will be shown that this results in a system of relatively 
simple equations which can be solved for the amplitudes of constituent muhipath 
components. It is also possible to identify spatial frequencies corresponding to the angles of 
arrival of these components.
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Squaring the received amplitude envelope in a two component multipath field results in:
VJ(x = A\ + A2 + 2A 1A2cos((p, - (p2) (4.29) 
with: (pr = yxcos6r (3.21)
This resulting equation is very similar to the equation describing the light irradiance 
(intensity) of a holographic image along the photographic plane (Hecht and Zajac, 1974). 
This is discussed in chapter 2. The light irradiance represents a power density (Poynting 
vector) of the light, similarly the resulting equation for VRX can be interpreted as Poynting 
vector at location x of the resulting multipath field.
This function consists of a constant term (Af + A2) and the cosine term (2AiA2Cos(cpi - 92)). 
With the substitution:
c = -^- = 7 (cosG, - cos92) (4.30)
*-eff *•
it can be written as:
(4.31)
This resembles a finite Fourier series with a DC-coefficient and a cosine function (one 
spectral line). Solving the Fourier integral of this function should result in a DC-component 
and one spectral line:
With the Dirac-pulse:
c (4.32)
the resulting spatial frequency domain function H(f) is:
(A\ + A 2) 5(/) + A,A2 6(f- c) + A,A2 8(/> c) (4.33)
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This equation is the representation of three Dirac pulses at DC and frequencies + and - c, 
which represents the Fourier transform of a sinusoid plus DC - value (Brigham, 1988). 
It can be expanded to three and more components, the calculation of the Fourier integral will 
be carried out for the three component case here as an example.
For n = 3 (three components) the square of the amplitude envelope is described by:
2 222VR = A] +A2 + A3 + 2AiA2cos((pj — cp2) + 2A]A 3cos(cpj — cp3 ) + 2A2A3cos((p2 — (p3) (4.34)
X
with: cpr = -T-JC cos9r (3.21)
This expression contains a constant term AT + A 2 + As2 and three cosine functions. A similar 
substitution to the one in the two component case can be made, i.e.:
(4.35)
The Fourier transform of eqn 4.34 is calculated by the Fourier integral where the function in 
the spatial domain (h(x)) can be written as:
h(x) = A] + A\ + Al + 2A lA 2cos(2Kxcn) + 2A 1A 3cos(27O:ci3) + 2A2A 3cos(27ixc23) (4.36)
The Fourier integral is equation 4.5 with h(x) being equation 4.36. 
Substituting :
cos(27KC(/) = -———~——— (4-37) 
Leads to:
3 + e ~j2nXC]3
(4.38)
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+ A }A3 \(e
— oo 
oo
+ A2A3 \(e + e ) dx (4.39)
Using the Dirac-pulse 4.32 the result in the spatial frequency domain is:
= (A? + A2 +A\] 8(/) + A,A2 (5(f- c 12) + 8(f + c12))
(8(f- c 13) + 8(f + c 13)) + A2A3 (S(f- c23) + 8(f+ c23)) (4.40)
Equation 4.40 represents the spectrum of the square of the recorded amplitude envelope in a 
multipath field where the receiving antenna is displaced along the direction of propagation 
of component 1.
The spectrum consists of both positive and negative frequencies, as generally found with the 
Fourier transform (Brigham, 1988). The resulting spectrum shows a DC-component and three 
spectral lines in each of the positive and negative frequency ranges. Since the spectrum is 
even function the true value of the spectral line amplitudes is double the magnitude read in 
either the positive or negative frequencies. The DC is only represented once, which means 
its amplitude does not need to be multiplied.
Since the receiving antenna is moved along the direction of propagation of one of the 
multipath components two of the three non DC lines relate to the angles of arrival by equation 
4.4. The third is a difference term resulting from cos(q)2 - 93) in equation 4.34. The amplitude 
values of the spectral lines result in a system of equations which can be used to determine the 
unknown amplitudes of the signal components composing the multipath:
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D.C. term value : ValDC = A + A + A (4.37)
value of spec, line atfspn : Vall2 = 2AjA2 (4.38)
value of spec, line atfsp23 : Vafa = 2A2A3 (4.39)
value of spec, line atfsp^ : Va/ 13 = 2AjA3 (4.40)
This gives four equations which may be used to calculate the three wanted values AI , A2 and 
A3. One of the former equations is not independent.
The calculation of the constituent components' magnitudes in the three component case now 
involves much simpler equations than having to solve infinitely long binomial series 
expressions encountered in the case of the unsquared time domain signal:
-] (4.41)
Vfl/n
-^T- (4 -42) 2Ai
For a two component case these equations are even simpler, according to eqn. 4.30, there are 
only two lines in the spatial frequency domain, a DC-level and a line at one frequency. Hence:
(4.44)
valn = 2A }A2 (4.45) 
Which leads to:
Vall}Cl}C , pc- (446) f\\ - 1 — ̂  — -t- —— 0 J v • ;
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Va/, 2 
A2 = -^- (4.47)
These results are illustrated in the graphs of simulated squared amplitude envelopes and their 
DFTs in the following section.
4.3.1 Simulated examples using the squared interference pattern
The same examples of amplitude envelopes in multipath geometries, that were shown in 
section 4.1 will be presented again here for reasons of comparison. In this section part (a) of 
figures 4.5 to 4.8 shows a simulation of the square of the amplitude envelope for the multipath 
geometries described by their characteristics given in the figure subtitles. Part (b) of each 
figure shows the corresponding DFT of the squared amplitude envelope.
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Figure 4.5 Simulated square of amplitude envelope (a) and its DFT (b) for a multipath of 2
components: A, = 1.0,A 2 =1.0;
e,=o',e2 = 45°
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Figure 4.6 Simulated square of amplitude envelope (a) and its DFT (b)for a multipath of 
3 components: A } = 1.0, A 2 = 0.7, A 3 = 0.3;
0! =0°,e2 = 45°, 93 = 150-
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Figure 4.7 Simulated square of amplitude envelope (a) and its DFT (b)for a multipath of 
3 components: A } = \.0,A 2 = 0.9, A 3 = 0.1;
8, =0°, 02 = 45°, 63 -150°
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1/wavelength
1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00
Figure 4.8 Simulated square of amplitude envelope (a) and its DFT (b) for a multipath of 
3 components: A\ - 1.0, A 2 = 0.7, A 3 = 0.3;
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The DFTs in the above examples can be used to derive the describing multipath parameters 
for unknown multipath geometries, i.e. component amplitudes and angles of arrival. The 
chosen component amplitude values in the above simulation can be used to calculate the 
expected spectral line amplitudes using eqns 4.37 to 4.40. These amplitudes are summarized 
in table 6.2. Comparing these spectral line calculated amplitudes with the graphs of the DFTs 
in figures 4.5 to 4.8 (b) shows that the DFT results in spectral lines of the expected magnitude 




Figure 4.7 & 4.9
Figure 4.8
Amplitudes of the spectral lines at spatial frequencies: 















Table 6.2 Amplitudes of spatial frequency lines in spatial spectra of squared simulated 
amplitude envelope
These examples also show that the spatial frequencies at which the lines are found in the 
spatial frequency domain can be used to determine the angles of arrival.
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4.3.2 Identification of the spectral Iine(s) corresponding with difference term
In the three component cases (fig. 4.6 to 4.8) a fourth line is evident in the spectrum. This 
line is due to the difference term cosq>2 - coscps in the equation for the square of the amplitude 
envelope (4.34). The equation to relate this spectral line fsp23 to the angles of arrival is:
fsp23 = I cos83 - cos92 1 (4.48)
Using equations 4. 1 and 4.2 shows that fsp23 is the result of fspis - fsp!2, which is also evident 
in figures 4.6 to 4.8. The spectral line resulting from the difference term of the cosine of the 
two angles of arrival can be distinguished from the lines directly related to the angles of 
arrival by calculating the difference in frequency between the other two lines. If a line exists 
at a spatial frequency that is the result of the difference between two other spatial frequencies, 
then this line can be identified as the difference term, not directly related to the angles of 
arrival.
For any multipath geometry consisting of more than three components expanding equation 
4.34 will lead to an additional cosine term directly related to any addition angle of arrival of 
the geometry. Additional difference terms will also be found. The number of cosine terms 
kcos depending on the number of multipath components n can be calculated as (see section 
3.1.1.2):
The criterion to distinguish the difference terms from terms directly related to angles of 
arrival is the same as in the three component case, any spatial frequency that is the result of 
the difference of any two others indicates a difference term.
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4.4 Summary and interim conclusion of chapter 4
It can be shown that the quasi-periodicity of a recorded amplitude envelope in a multipath 
situation leads to a spatial spectrum, which contains useful information about the multipath 
components. With the amplitude envelope being recorded over distance by displacing the 
receiver antenna, the transform of this spatial interference pattern leads to a spectrum of 
spatial frequencies. The Fourier transform of the envelope function yields a spectrum which 
contains a large number of spatial frequency components. There are spatial frequency lines 
in the spectrum related to the angles of arrival of the multipath components. But the large 
number of spurious components will make correct identification of theses lines very difficult 
for unknown multipath geometries arising in practice.
The large number of spurious spatial frequency components is caused by the non-linear 
characterisation of the square root function arising in the equation for the amplitude envelope. 
Squaring the recorded envelope recorded in a multipath field removes this non-linearity and 
yields data whose DFT results in a spectrum with only a small number of spectral lines. The 
magnitude of these lines and the spatial frequencies at which they arise can be used to 
establish the amplitude and angles of arrival of the signal components giving rise to the 
multipath field. Although in situations where the multipath field results from the interaction 
of more than two signal components a small number of difference terms are found in the 
spectrum, these can be identified. The experimental programme, detailed in chapters 6 with 
results in chapter 7, showed that multipath geometries in the outdoor environment will rarely 
arise from more than of 4 significant components. In the case of a four component multipath 
the spectrum of the square of the amplitude envelope will show 7 spatial frequency lines, 
three of which are difference terms. These can easily be distinguished from spatial 
frequencies lines relating to angles of arrival since their spatial frequencies result from the 
frequency differences related to the four components.
Chapter 5 describes a procedure developed that resolves multipath components in amplitude 
and angle of arrival from recorded amplitude envelopes using the discrete Fourier transform 
(DFT).
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CHAPTER 5 DEVELOPMENT OF RESOLUTION PROCEDURE USING DFT
This chapter describes the development of the computer procedure to resolve constituent 
multipath component from a recorded amplitude envelope. The general principle of utilizing 
the Fourier transform for the purpose of component resolution is described in chapter 4. This 
section concentrates on the Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and its properties as well as 
shortcomings. The developed procedure applies the DFT to the recorded interference pattern 
in a multipath situation. The interference pattern or amplitude envelope is obtained by 
displacing the receiver antenna in small increments over a distance of a few wavelengths. 
This results in a record represented as a set of amplitude samples spaced regularly by 
appropriately small distance displacements. The DFT can in many cases give different results 
to those obtained by applying the Fourier transform using the Fourier integral, which 
Brigham (1988) calls the continuous Fourier transform. The differences on the one hand arise 
from the fact that the DFT is applied to sampled signals as input and also produces a spectrum 
consisting of sample values. Secondly in Fourier transform analysis the signal is generally 
assumed to be of infinite length, which is not the case for sampled data records. The most 
important problem in the context of component resolution was found to be related to the 
spectral leakage associated with the DFT. This is analyzed in the next section.
5.1 Spectral leakage using DFT
The DFT is applied to sampled signals of finite lengths with N being the number of samples 
of that record. The Fourier integral (eqn. 4.5) in the case of the DFT is represented by series 
of N terms. The sampled time domain function with sampling interval Af is represented by a 
series of values jc(fcAr). The sampled frequency domain function is a series of values C(«A/) 
where A/is the sampling interval in the frequency domain. The DFT is defined as (Jones and 
Watson, 1990):
""' .2roi* 
C(n) = Y x(k) e~J ~!T with ;i =0, 1, 2, ... , A7 - 1 (5.1)
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This indicates a time limited (truncated) signal in the time domain where the truncation 
interval or window is of the duration of the record length N.
Spectral leakage arises in the spectrum of the DFT when the cycle length of a signal is not 
equal to an integer fraction of the record length (Brigham, 1988; Harris, 1978).
Brigham explains spectral leakage by graphically developing the DFT. He compares two 
examples, in the first one the period of the signal coincides with the truncation interval in the 
time domain, prior to the DFT. In the second example signal period and truncation interval 
do not coincide. This development is shown in figures 5.1 to 5.4. Figure 5.1 shows the 
graphical development of the DFT of a cosine function with period To coinciding with the 
truncation interval TO. Figure 5.4 shows the same development for a cosine function of period 
Ti which is different from the truncation interval TO. The time domain is shown on the left 
hand side of figures 5.1 and 5.4 and the frequency domain in the right hand one. Brigham 
uses a double lined hexagon to indicate Fourier transform from functions on the left to those 
on the right. He also indicates convolution by the asterisk *.
In the two figures 5.1 and 5.4 the cosine function h(t) and its transform H(f) are shown in 
fig.(a). The sampling function AO(/) and its transform follow in fig.(b). Multiplication of the 
two in the time domain leads to convolution of their transforms in the frequency domain 
fig.(c). The time domain window x(t) and its transform X(f) are shown in fig.(d). Applying 
the window leads to a truncated record of the sampled signal with N samples fig.(e) and the 
resulting frequency domain is the convolution of the transforms of all the multiplied 
functions. Multiplication in one domain is equivalent to convolution in the other. The same 
applies when the sampling function in the frequency domain is introduced fig.(f), a train of 
dirac pulses with spacing I/To. Since the Fourier transform transforms signals in the same 
way from one domain to the other this train of pulses has a representation in the time domain 
also shown in fig.(f)- Multiplication of the sampling function with the signal so far fig.(e) in 
the frequency domain leads to the result of the DFT shown in fig.(g). The bidirectional nature 
of the Fourier transform between domains leads to the result in the time domain also shown 
in fig-(g). It is the result of the convolution of the truncated record in f ig.(e) with the transform 
of the frequency domain sampling function fig.(f). This convolution leads to a repetition of
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the truncated signal at -To and To. Comparing figures 5.1 and 5.2 shows that when the 
truncation interval and the signal period do not coincide a discontinuity arises at the point of 
repetition in the time domain, which indicates the presence of additional frequencies in the 
spectrum.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show expanded views of the frequency domain in figures 5.1(e) and 
5.4(e). They show the sine function that results from the convolution of the transform, the 
sampled cosine function fig.(c) and transform of the rectangular truncation interval (d) in the 
frequency domain. The resulting sine function is sampled with the frequency domain 
sampling function AI(/) in both cases. In the case of the truncation interval and the signal 
period coinciding the sine function is sampled once at its peak value. All other sampling 
points in the frequency domain fall into the zeros of the sine function (figure 5.2). On the 
other hand as shown in figure 5.3, when the truncation interval is not equal to the signal period 
the sine function in the frequency domain is sampled at different locations. It is not sampled 
at its peak any more and further spectral contributions are found at other frequencies. This 
leads to the familiar lowering of the amplitude of that spectral line and the widening near the 
frequency axis where leakage occurs.
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Figure 5.1 Graphical development of DFT of a time limited sampled function, period equal 
to truncation interval (Brigham, 1988)
Fourier transform is indicated by: <O>
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Figure 5.3 Expanded view of figure 5.4(g) (Brigham, 1988)
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Figure 5.4 Graphical development of DFT of a time limited sampled function, period not 
equal to truncation interval (Brigham, 1988)
Fourier transform is indicated by: <O>
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5.1.1 Significance of leakage errors for component resolution procedure
Spectral leakage will arise using the DFT when the record length or truncation interval of the 
sampled signal is not equal to an integer multiple of its period (section 5.1). In an unknown 
multipath environment the signal components leading to the multipath field arrive at arbitrary 
and unknown angles of arrival at the receiving antenna. Furthermore it is unlikely that their 
is any relationship between the different angles of arrival. Therefore the spectrum of the 
recorded amplitude envelope must be considered to have spatial frequency values, depending 
on the angles of arrival, which are equally likely to arise at arbitrary spatial frequency values. 
This means harmonic relationships where spatial frequencies are integer multiples of each 
other cannot be assumed. Consequently it is not possible to choose a truncation interval in 
the spatial domain of a length that would be an integer multiple of all signal periods of signal 
components present in the interference pattern. Thus spectral leakage will arise in the spatial 
frequency domain thus distorting the resulting spectral lines.
An illustration of the leakage problem when applying the DFT to a multipath interference 
pattern is given in figures 5.5 and 5.6. These two figures show two spatial frequency domain 
plots for the same multipath geometry. The multipath is modelled as a three component case 
with the following parameters of its components: AI = 1; 61 = 0°; A? = 0.7; 62 = 45°; As = 
0.3; 63 = 150°. The two figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the result of two DFTs applied to the square 
of the simulated amplitude envelope. The difference in generating the two graphs is the 
length of the truncation interval in the spatial domain. In the first case the truncation interval 
prior to the DFT is an integer multiple of \eff (figure 5.5), whereas in the second case the 
truncation interval was equal to an integer multiple of 'kioc (figure 5.6). \eff and \ioc are 
explained in section 3.1.3. The relations between the spatial frequencies and the angles of 
arrival are given in section 4.3.
Comparing the two graphs the influence of the different truncation interval length is evident. 
Figure 5.5 shows a spreading out of the highest spatial frequency and reduced amplitude 
values, whereas the lower spatial frequency is represented correctly. The reverse is true in
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figure 5.6. This shows that measures to minimize the errors caused by spectral leakage are 
necessary.
0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00
1/wavelength
Figure 5.5 Fourier transform of 3 component squared envelop, truncation interval equal to 


















0.00 1.00 2.00 
1/wavelength
3.00 4.00
Figure 5.6 Fourier transform of 3 component squared envelop, truncation interval equal to 
period of higher spatial frequency
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5.2 Minimisation of errors due to spectral leakage
5.2.1 Error minimisation using windowing functions prior to DFT
Commonly a reduction of errors due to possible spectral leakage is achieved by multiplying 
the signal with a window function. The window function adds weights to the set of sampled 
data points prior to the DFT (Bergland, 1969; Brigham 1988). Common to all the windowing 
functions used is that they weight sample points in the middle of a data set by 1, whereas 
amplitudes slope off towards the first and last samples in each record. Multiplying the data 
samples with such a function will reduce the observed discontinuities describe in section 5.1 
by forcing the sample magnitudes at either end of the record to be of similar value. Therefore 
the occurrence of additional frequency components in the spectrum is reduced in cases where 
the signal period is not an integer multiple of the truncation interval of the record.
A rectangular window, a truncation of the record without adding weights, leads to a 
convolution of the spectrum with a sine function. In section 5.1 it was shown that the errors 
due to leakage arise in the spectrum when the sample points in the spectrum fall into the side 
lobes and the lower parts of the main lobe of the sine function (Figure 5.4). The windowing 
functions often resemble abell shape (Brigham 1988; Harris, 1978). The are designed so that 
their transforms will have much lower side lobes than the sine function and a wider main lobe. 
The aim is that for non integer multiples between truncation interval and signal period the 
side lobe contribution are suppressed, whereas it is desirable that the spectral sample point 
within the main lobe remains of the same level.
The method of using window functions has two drawbacks:
a) The resolution in the spectrum is reduced, since several spectral lines falling into the main 
lobe can not be distinguished and
b) The overall signal content is reduced by attenuating the amplitudes of number of data 
points in the original signal. This attenuation has to be compensated for in the spectrum 
to achieve correct amplitude values of the spectral lines.
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Error reduction using data windowing is well documented in the literature (Markel, 1971; 
Eberhard, 1973; Babic and Temes, 1976; Harris, 1978). Many different windows exist for 
many different applications (Thomson, Robbins et al, 1976; Harris, 1978; Webster, 1980; 
Nuttal 1981; Kwong and Kirn, 1995), see also appendix.
With the aid of the computer simulation described in section 3.1.2 different interference 
patterns for different multipath geometries were utilized. They provided input data to test how 
well given geometries could be resolved from the spectra resulting from the application of 
the DFT after different windows were utilized. One window producing the best results was 
found to be the Kaiser-Bessel window (see appendix) discussed by Harris (1978).
Typical results for the resolution of multipath components that can be achieved in this way 
are listed in tables 5.1 and 5.2. The left hand half of these tables lists the multipath parameters 
as component amplitudes (Ai, A2, AS) and their angles of arrival (62, 63). 0i is chosen 0 in 
both cases. Bold figures represent the values assumed by the simulation whereas figures in 
normal print are values resolved from spectrum resulting from the DFT with prior application 
of the Kaiser-Bessel window. The right hand half of the tables list values in the spectrum 
itself. Using eqns. 4.1, 4.2, 4.37, 4.38, 4.40 spatial frequencies (fsp!2 and fspia) and spectral 
line amplitudes (Valoc, Vali2, Vain) can be derived that represent the aforementioned 
multipath parameters in a spectrum not distorted by leakage. These figures are shown in bold 
to enable the assessment of the accuracy of spectral lines determined as a result of applying 
the DFT with Kaiser-Bessel window.
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Val DC = 1.82
Vain = 1.8
Vali3 = 0.2
















Table 5.2 As table 5.1 with different amplitude values
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Tables 5.1 and 5.2 compare the theoretical values for the amplitudes of the spatial frequency 
lines for the given multipath geometries with those found in the DFT spectra. It shows that 
using the Kaiser-Bessel window an accuracy in the order of ± 6 % can be achieved. This 
represents a great improvement over the use of a rectangular window, where as documented 
in literature (Brigham, 1988) and also illustrated in figure 5.7 spectral amplitudes can fall as 
low 60 % of the true value. However the multipath component amplitudes and angles of 
arrival have to be calculated from these values using the equations derived in sections 4.1 and 
4.3:
6] = 0° (by choice), 62 = areas (1 -fspU\ 63 - arcos (\ -fspl3 ) (4.3)
. r Vfl/Dc
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show that the multipath component amplitudes in these examples are 
resolved only with ± 15 % accuracy, due to error accumulation when using eqns. 4.41 to 4.43. 
This was found to be a typical error using the Kaiser-Bessel window other windows produced 
either similar or worse results. Were this method to be applied to measured interference 
pattern the measurement errors would add to these methodical ones and increase the 
inaccuracy even further. The accuracy that can be achieved in this was felt to be insufficient 
so that a different method was developed which is described in section 5.2.2.
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5.2.2 Leakage error reduction using an adaptive window size
The leakage problem arises whenever the length of the truncation interval of the record for 
the DFT is not equal to an integer multiple of the period of the signal component in question 
(Brigham 1988). In the case of a multipath amplitude envelope the expected spatial 
frequencies will generally not be integer multiples of each other, so that it will be impossible 
to choose a truncation interval to suit all spatial frequencies. The classic approach of applying 
a window function prior to the DFT was found to be too inaccurate to achieve reliable results.
Digital computers are now able to perform a succession of DFTs in very short time. The 
approach chosen is therefore one whereby starting with the full set of the sampled data record 
its length is reduced by one point at the time and a DFT is applied every time. The resulting 
spectral lines are stored in a array of both spatial frequency and magnitude of each line after 
each DFT. As the record of the amplitude envelope gets gradually reduced in length for 
different spectral lines there will be record lengths matching an integer multiple of the 
corresponding signal period for this particular spatial frequency. The amplitude of this 
frequency is expected to reach a maximum in this case. The array of amplitude values 
obtained for each record length for each spectral line will have to searched for the maximum 
value. This would then represent the correct amplitude of this spectral line. The change of 
amplitude of the spectral lines with varying record length (or window size) is demonstrated 
in figure 5.7. It shows amplitude variation of the four resulting spectral lines in the spectrum 
of the square of the simulated amplitude envelope of a three component multipath. The 
simulated geometry is: AI = 1.0, 61 = 0°, A2 = 0.7, 82 = 45° and A3 = 0.3, 83 = 150°.
The spectrum resulting from the DFT of the square of an interference pattern shows the 
following four lines (see section 4.3): Valoc at spatial frequency 0, Vali2 at frequency fsp i2, 
Vali3 at frequency fsp i3, and the difference term Vahs at frequency fsp23- The graph shows 
the amplitudes of these lines changing with the length of the window. The full length of the 
simulated record was 512 sample points and was gradually reduced to 240 points plotted on 
the abscissa of figure 5.7. The variation of amplitude for each line is evident. There are only 
small amplitude variations in the DC component, because the overall nature of the
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interference pattern is not changed when varying the record length. The amplitude of each 
spatial frequency line (Vali2 to Val23) varies significantly with the change of record length, 
with a considerable range between the minimum and the maximum values obtained. The 
range of variability is shown in figure 5.7.
As expected the lower spatial frequency component changes less frequently with the change 
of window length than the higher spatial frequencies as there are less cycles of the lower 
frequency present in the record. A small change in the value of the DC-level (Valoc) can also 
be observed. Varying of the record length does influence the mean level and hence the 
DC-value of that record. The investigations showed that the DC-level was found to be of the 
correct value, calculated using eqn. 4.37, for the same record lengths as for the strongest 
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Figure 5.7 Change of spectral line amplitude with changing record length
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5.2.2.1 Identification of correct truncation interval for each line
Figure 5.8 represents a 3D-graph of the array resulting from the spectra of successive DFTs. 
The spatial frequency axis has been scaled in multiples of I/NT, which is the reciprocal of 
the record length of N sample points with duration T. The reduction of record length (i.e. 
window size) is indicated by -n (minus n), starting at 0 points being deducted from the 
original record, ending in this graph at 100 deducted from the original length.
From this array of values of the correct amplitude value for each spectral line at its correct 
spatial frequency has to be extracted. The identification of the correct spectral frequency 








Figure 5.8 3D-graph of resulting FTs with changing truncation interval in the spatial domain
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5.2.2.2 Identification of correct spatial frequency values
The sampling distance between successive sample points in the frequency domain equals the 
reciprocal of the record length (in distance) in the spatial domain. The variation of the record 
length in the spatial domain before each DFT is applied will result in a change in the length 
of the sampling interval in the spatial frequency domain. Care has to be exercised when 
assigning spatial frequency values to the number of sampling points where the spectral line 
arises. The procedure using the adaptive window size has to assign a spatial frequency to each 
line after each DFT using the reciprocal of the particular record length used in the spatial 
domain. The amplitude values can then be collected for each spatial frequency of every DFT 
and compared after the last DFT. Since the length of the sampling interval in the spatial 
frequency domain changes with each change of the record length there will be instances when 
a decision in the middle of two sampling intervals has to be made as to what frequency is 
represented by each point. This also has to be incorporated in the procedure.
5.2.2.3 Identification of correct amplitude values
Applying successive DFTs with changing record lengths, it was expected that the each 
spectral line would reach its maximum amplitude where the length of the truncation interval 
is equal to an integer multiple of the cycle length of this frequency component. Figure 5.7 
suggests that this would be the case. However close examination showed that a slightly higher 
amplitude would be reached when the record length differed slightly from the integer 
multiple of the cycle length. Varying the record length on signals with known spectra, the 
amplitude value of a given spectral line will at a certain record length exceed the theoretical 
value. Changing the record length further this amplitude will reduce again. This was found 
to be a leakage related phenomenon of the DFT which meant that an additional criterion to 
the maximum amplitude of the spectral line with changing record length is required.
To demonstrate this behaviour a signal was generated consisting of the sum of a DC-level 
and a sine-wave, both of amplitude 1. For the window size that was an exact integer multiple
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of the cycle length of this signal it was chosen to contain 4 cycles. Figure 5.9 shows the results 
of four different DFTs of this signal, where the record length has been altered slightly 
between each DFT. One DFT was carried at a window length that was exactly 4 cycles of this 
signal, marked as 'exact'. One DFT was applied to a record of this signal which was one 
sampling point shorter, marked as '-Ipnt' in the legend. And two DFTs were applied to 
records longer than the original one, one longer by one point ('+lpnt') and one longer by two 
sampling points ('+2pnts').
The variations between the four graphs are small, but both the top and the bottom of the graph 
are of interest. Therefore figure 5.10 shows an expanded view of the top section of figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.9 DFTs of a DC + sine-wave signal with 4 different record lengths
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Figure 5.10 Expanded view of top section of figure 5.9
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Figure 5.11 Expanded view of bottom section of figure 5.9
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The figures show that both the spectral line for the DC level and for the sine-wave are 
exceeding the correct amplitude value slightly at certain window length, are of the true value 
at an exact integer multiple of the cycle time of the signal (best seen in figure 5.10). It can 
also be seen, that in the case of an excess amplitude value there is leakage present in the 
vicinity of the spectral line of the sine-wave. This can be observed best in figure 5.11.
In order to obtain correct spectral line amplitudes a criterion to test for minimum leakage as 
well as finding the maximum amplitude after each DFT was introduced into the resolution 
procedure.
Although the differences of the amplitude values in the last example are small, incorporating 
a minimum leakage criterion proved that a significant increase in the accuracy of the 
resolution of simulated multipath geometries can be obtained.
5.3 Results of improved procedure applied to simulated amplitude envelopes
Tables 5.3 to 5.10 show results of the developed resolution procedure for four different 
simulated (using the simulation described in section 3.1.2) multipath geometries. The most 
left hand column in the tables list the parameters (amplitudes and angles of arrival) for the 
simulated multipath geometries, representing the true values in bold figures. As in the 
examples before the angle of arrival of the first component (0i) was chosen to be 0°. The 
other columns list how these parameters were resolved by the developed procedure both with 
and without using the leakage test criterion. The error compared to the values for simulated 
geometries is also listed in each case. It can be seen that a significant improvement is achieved 
using the minimum leakage criterion. It can also be seen that using the adaptive window size 
yields much more accurate results than a single DFT after using a window-function. This can 
be seen comparing the results shown in tables 5.3 to 5.10 with the ones obtained using a single 
DFT shown in tables 5.1 and 5.2.
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Table 5.4 Improved resolution procedure results using adaptive window size
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Table 5.6 Improved resolution procedure results using adaptive window size
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Table 5.8 Improved resolution procedure results using adaptive window size
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Table 5.10 Improved resolution procedure results using adaptive window size
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5.4 Summary of the developed resolution procedure
The developed resolution procedure performs the following tasks:
• It calculates the square of a recorded amplitude envelope.
• It applies a DFT to squared envelope.
• Then it reduces the record length by 1 sample point and applies another DFT, this is 
repeated for a given number of times.
• After each DFT the amplitudes and spatial frequencies are stored in a array. The spatial 
frequencies are rescaled after each DFT using the changed record length.
• For the amplitude values of each spectral line a routine is applied. It uses a combined 
the search of the result array for the maximum amplitude value and for minimum 
leakage.
• The values found for the spatial frequencies and the spectral line amplitudes are used 
to determine the amplitudes and angles of arrival of the multipath components using 
equations 4.3, 4.41 to 4.43.
5.5 Interim conclusion of chapter 5
When using the DFT leakage errors have to be taken into account whenever the record length 
window of the signal to which the DFT is applied is not an integer multiple of its period. The 
spatial frequency components in the spectrum of the square of the received amplitude 
envelope in a multipath field cannot be considered to exhibit an integer relationship. Due to 
a lack of harmonic relationship, errors due to spectral leakage cannot be eliminated. To 
minimize these errors the sampled signal record is generally multiplied with a window 
function prior to applying the DFT. This well established method (Brigham, 1988) was 
implemented on spatial interference patterns (amplitude envelopes), but for component 
resolution purposes the results achieved were found to be unsatisfactory. To improve the 
accuracy of the resolved multipath components a techniques was developed that applies 
successive DFTs to the signal record while the record length is varied prior to each DFT
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application. Within the sampling resolution in the spatial domain it is possible to find window 
sizes for each frequency that are integer multiples of their period in the spatial domain. 
Collecting the results from these DFTs and implementing a maximum amplitude and 
minimum leakage finding routine it is possible to retrieve the relevant multipath parameters 
with good accuracy. It was possible to develop a computer routine that incorporates this 
method and achieves resolution of angles of arrival and amplitudes of multipath components 
from a given interference pattern.
Chapters 6 and 7 describe the equipment experimental program and results obtained from it 
to verify the resolution procedure applied in the practical environment.
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CHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 
6.1 Introduction
The component resolution procedure described in section 5 was developed using amplitude 
envelopes created with the simulation described in section 3.1.2. The procedure was 
optimized using this simulation. This improved the accuracy with which simulated multipath 
geometries could be resolved. However the developed procedure is intended to be applied to 
existing multipath situations in practice. The applications for the procedure would be to 
obtain information about the constituent components of an unknown multipath geometry. 
This could be in cases where radio links suffer from the effects multipath propagation. It 
could also be used conducting signal strength measurements under multipath conditions 
where the signal level of individual components could normally not be determined.
A experimental programme was to be set up to demonstrate the practical usefulness of the 
procedure. This would test the results gained using the computer simulation and the validity 
of the use the square of the amplitude envelope.
To be able to assess the results obtained from the resolution procedure multipath situations 
were needed where the individual components of the multipath field could be determined 
concerning their individual amplitudes and angles of arrival. These values could then be 
compared to the results obtained by applying the resolution procedure to the amplitude 
envelope measured in the multipath field at the same location.
During the experimental program three different kinds of measurements were carried out, 
which can be categorized as:
(ilExperiments carried out at the University of Glamorgan playing fields. 
The aim of these experiments was to create several multipath geometries which can be altered 
and repeated. The large open playing field area was chosen as location for this set. The 
multipath geometries were created using reflector boards. This allowed the creation of several 
different geometries at the same location.
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(ii) Experiments in multipath situations involving real buildings.
In this set of experiments, existing buildings were utilized to create multipath geometries 
rather than reflector boards. This set was carried out to assess some example situations where 
existing buildings give rise to the multipath rather than artificially created path geometries 
with reflector boards.
(iii) Anechoic chamber measurements.
During the course of the research programme anechoic chamber facilities became available. 
These provided a controlled environment where similar experiments to those on the playing 
field could be conducted but without having to allow for conditions typically found in 
outdoor experiments.
The outdoor experiments were carried out at a frequency of 11.2 GHz, whereas the anechoic
chamber measurements were conducted at 20 GHz.
Section 6.2 describes the different measurement systems used in the various sets of
experiments.
6.2 Description of the measurement systems
Two different measurement systems were used during the experiments. A mobile 11.2 GHz 
system (section 6.2.2) used for outdoor measurements and a 20 GHz laboratory system 
(section 6.2.3) for the anechoic chamber measurements. A mobile receiver trolley (section 
6.2.1) was constructed and used to carry the complete receiver unit for the 11.2 GHz 
experiments and provide a means of antenna displacement for all experiments.
6.2.1 Mobile receiver trolley unit
This unit was designed and constructed to carry the complete receiver unit required for the 
experiments. It was designed as a mobile unit so that the outdoor measurements at 11.2 GHz 
could be carried out in any given receiver location independent from. The mobile receiver
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trolley was equipped with an independent power supply unit capable of providing the mains 
power for the equipment used. For the 20 GHz indoor measurements available laboratory 
facilities were used. Common to all experiments was the need to displace the receiving 
antenna linearly in small equidistant steps within the multipath field to record the interference 
pattern. The unit was designed to provide this antenna displacement.
The trolley carries all the necessary components for the mobile power supply unit as well as 
the measuring device in the form of a spectrum analyzer for the 11.2 GHz system, see section 
6.2.2.
To record the interference pattern or amplitude envelope the receiving antenna was displaced 
linearly and incrementally over distance of a few wavelength. The system enabled the 
recording of the signal strength of the amplitude envelope at closely spaced equidistant points 
over the whole length of the antenna displacement. In these measurements the antenna was 
mounted rigidly and carefully, so that its orientation and straight line movement were 
maintained during the experiment.
The displacement and rigid support is realized by means of a slider to which antenna mounts 
are connected. The slider moves along a straight steel rail, mounted on top of the 
measurement trolley. Inside the steel rail running along its whole length is a threaded stud 
carrying a metric M10 thread. Along the threaded stud rides a nut which is connected to the 
slider. The stud is held by two mounts at either end of the steel rail, so it remains in position 
when turned. Rotation of the stud using the hand crank connected to one end of the stud will 
move the nut along its thread. With the nut moving the slider connected to it provides 
displacement of the receiving antenna mounted onto the slider. The pitch of the standard M10 
thread used is 1.5 mm, so that with each turn of the hand crank the antenna is displaced by 
exactly 1.5 mm.
An overall displacement of 880 mm of the antenna is possible on the steel rail, which at 11.2 
GHz equals about 33 wavelengths or 59 wavelengths at 20 GHz. Figure 6.1 shows a sketch 
of this trolley including the spectrum analyzer and the mobile power supply unit, which were 






Mobile Power Supply Unit
Figure 6.1 Sketch of mobile measurement trolley for amplitude envelope measurements
6.2.2 The 11.2 GHz system
Figure 6.2 shows the main components of the 11 GHz measurement system in the form of a 
block diagram. The different components will be described in more detail below.
6.2.2.1 Transmitter
The source used was a dielectric oscillator of a frequency of 11.2 GHz at a power of measured 
at 14 dBm. To this oscillator a range of different horn antennas could be connected. Horns of 
gains 10, 15 and 20 dBi were available. During the measurements on the university playing 
fields the distance between transmitter and receiver was typically around 50 m. Because of 
this short distance the received signal would overdrive the sensitive LNB in the receiver. To 
prevent this the transmitted signal was attenuated by a waveguide attenuator situated between
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Figure 6.2 Measurement system for the 11.2 GHz experiments 
6.2.2.2 Receiver
The complete receiver system was mounted on the measurement trolley described above (see 
figure 6.1). A photograph of this measurement trolley as it was equipped during the 
measurements is shown in figure 6.3. The receiver system components are seen in the block 
diagram in figure 6.2. The receiver comprises of:
(i) Antenna:
A 60 cm dish antenna with a gain of 33 dBi
(ii) Low Noise Block (LNB):
The LNB is commonly used in commercial satellite TV systems. The internal amplifier has 
a specified gain of 50 dB. The 11.2 GHz input signal is mixed down with a 10 GHz internal 
oscillator yielding a 1.2 GHz output. The noise figure of the LNB is typically 1 dB. The
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maximum input signal for the LNB was measured to be -50 dBm. Above this input level the 
amplifier starts to saturate and becomes non-linear.
(Hi) Spectrum analyzer:
A mobile HP8950 1.5 GHz spectrum analyzer was used to display the 1.2 GHz signal level
observed at the output of the LNB.
(iv) DC-Block:
The LNB requires to be supplied with a DC voltage of 20 V via the RF-cable. To protect the 
spectrum analyzer input from this DC supply and prevent damage, a DC-Block which blocks 
the DC from getting to the instrument is used.
(v) RF-Choke:
This prevents RF from getting into the power supply.
(vi) Mobile power supply:
This unit provides 240 VAC to power the spectrum analyzer and 20 VDC to supply the LNB.
The mains voltage is supplied from 12 V heavy duty lead acid batteries via an inverter. The




Figure 6.3 Transmitter mast (left) and mobile measurement trolley (right) as used at 11.2 
GHz
6.2.3 The 20 GHz system
The measurements at 20 GHz were carried out indoors inside an anechoic chamber, the 
system used differs from the mobile unit used for the 11.2 GHz set up. Although the 
measurement trolley (fig. 6.1 and 6.3) was also used to displace the receiving antenna, the 
receiver configuration is significantly different. The 20 GHz system is shown in the block 






Figure 6.4 Block diagram of the 20 GHz measurement system
6.2.3.1 Transmitter
The transmitter again is an oscillator as source, emitting a carrier-wave signal at 20 GHz and 
a power of 20 dBm. Transmit antennas available were 10, 15 and 20 dBi horn antennas. 
Compared to the 11.2 GHz experiments the distance between transmitter and receiver was 
much shorter (about 5 m). Because of this short distance attenuators were used to limit the 
level of the transmitted signal, thus preventing the log. amp. from being saturated.
6.2.3.2 Receiver
The experiments at 20 GHz were carried out indoors inside an anechoic chamber. The 
receiver system used in this case was a fixed (as opposed to the mobile 11.2 GHz unit) 
laboratory assembly. The signal strength was measured via a logarithmic amplifier and a data 
acquisition board to be displayed and stored directly onto a PC.
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The measurement trolley described in section 6.2.1 was used to carry and displace the
receiving antenna.
The receiver system subassemblies in fig. 6.4 are detailed below:
(i) Antenna:
For the 20 GHz receiver a range of horn antennas were used with gains of 10,15 and 20 dBi.
(ii) Mixer:
The output signal of the antenna is mixed with the signal emitted by a variable oscillator, so 
that the signal resulting from the difference term can be fed into the logarithmic amplifier at 
an IF of 220 MHz.
(Hi) Variable oscillator:
The oscillator provides the frequency for the mixing process with the received microwave 
signal to mix down to the log. amp. input frequency. The oscillator is variable so that the 
resultant signal after the mixing can be adjusted to accord with the centre frequency of the 
logarithmic amplifier.
(iv) Pre-amplifier:
Low noise amplifier providing a gain of 30 dB
(v) Logarithmic amplifier:
The logarithmic amplifier provides a DC output signal that is equivalent to the common 
logarithm of the power of the input signal. The DC output signal is therefore directly 
proportional to the input signal level expressed in dBm. The centre frequency of the amplifier 
is 220 MHz at a bandwidth of 50 MHz. It has a rated dynamic range from +15 to -85 dBm.
(vi) Data acquisition:
A data acquisition board is used to sample the output signal of the log. amp. so it can then be
presented to and recorded by the PC.
(vii) Computer (PC):
A personal computer is used to record, display and store the sampled data.
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6.3 Measurements
All experiments in the different environments outlined above were conducted following the 
same principal procedure. The receiving antenna was placed inside the multipath field and 
aligned by pointing it in the direction of one of the multipath components. This corresponded 
a signal component that could easily be identified as a single component using the antenna 
directivity. The receiving antenna was then displaced over a certain distance using the 
displacement mechanism on the receiver trolley described in section 6.2.1. After each 
displacement step readings of the signal strength were taken. This formed the record of the 
amplitude envelope or interference pattern in that particular multipath environment. After 
taking this record the individual signal components were measured using the directivity of 
the receiving antenna and assisted further by placing reflective boards to shield out 
contributions from other signal components.
In order to compare the two measurements the radiation pattern of the receiving antenna 
needed to be known. When measuring the multipath signal components individually these 
would be received in the main lobe of the receiving antenna. Whereas during the recording 
of the interference pattern signal components arriving at an angle of arrival not equal to 0 
with respect to the principal axis of the receiving antenna would be received through side 
lobes. They would hence be attenuated compared to the signal arriving in the main lobe and 
the signal level measured individually. All signal levels stated in chapter 7 will be signal 
levels as they were received by the receiving antenna in the position during then amplitude 
envelope measurement displayed on the spectrum analyzer or PC respectively. This means 
system gains and losses as well as receiving antenna radiation patterns will be considered for 
these figures. Therefore it was necessary to establish the radiation patterns of the receiving 
antennas and the measurement system parameters. 
The measured antenna radiation patterns are shown in section 6.3.1. 
The measured system parameters are:
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6.3.1 Link Budgets and measured system parameters 
6.3.1.1 Link budget for 11.2 GHz experiments
Component
Power level of microwave 
source
Loss in feed and adaptor
Gain of transmitting antenna
Free space loss (50 metres)
Gain of receiving antenna
GainofLNB

















Table 6.1 Link budget for 11.2 GHz experiments
The overall system gain for the 11.2 GHz system results from the LNB gain minus losses in 
the connectors and cables plus the antenna gain. The antenna gain in the main direction was 
33 dBi for the parabolic antenna. The link budget shows that attenuators had to be used to 
avoid saturating the LNB. The maximum input signal level at the LNB input is -50 dBm, 
whereas the link budget shows a signal level of-24 dBm. To complete the system parameters 
the angular gain function (antenna radiation pattern) had to be determined. It is an important 
influence on any signal component not arriving in the direction of the principal axis of the
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antenna on the recorded amplitude envelope. The radiation patterns of the antennas used are 
shown in section 6.3.2.
The rated LNB gain was confirmed by measurements at 50 dB, system losses in cables and 
connectors were 3 dB. The spectrum analyzer hence displayed signal levels 47 dB above the 
antenna output level. The system was identical for all measurements, including radiation 
pattern, amplitude envelope and individual multipath component measurements.
6.3.1.2 Link budget for 20 GHz experiments
Component Associated Loss/Gain Link Budget
Power level of microwave 
source
20dBm 20dBm
Loss in feed and adaptor -3dB 17dBm
Gain of transmitting antenna 20dBi 37dBm
Free space loss (5 metres) -72 dB -35 dBm
Gain of receiving antenna 20dBi -15 dBm
Gain of pre-amplifier 30 dB 15 dBm
Loss in cable and connectors 
and mixer
-5dB 10 dBm
Table 6.1 Link budget for 20 GHz experiments
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The link budget shows that when using 20 dBi horns the maximum signal input value for the 
log. amp. was not reached, but to an add extra safety margin for the constructive addition of 
signal components during the experiments the transmitted signal was attenuated. The values 
displayed by the computer were calibrated to represent dBm values at the output of the 
receiving antenna considering the losses and the characteristic of the logarithmic amplifier. 
Again the system set up was identical for all measurements.
6.3.2 Antenna radiation patterns 
6.3.2.1 The 11.2 GHz antennas
For the 11.2 GHz experiments the radiation patterns of the 20 dBi microwave horn and the 
60 cm parabolic dish antenna were measured in field experiments. The test site was located 
on the hill side near the university campus overlooking an open area to one side, see section 
6.4.1.1. The resulting antenna patterns are shown in figures 6.5 and 6.6. Although only the 
60 cm parabolic dish antenna was used as a receiving antenna during the experiments, it was 
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Figure 6.5 Measured radiation pattern of 20 dBi microwave horn (11.2 GHz)
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Figure 6.6 Measured radiation pattern of 60 cm parabolic dish antenna (11.2 GHz)
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6.3.2.2 The 20 GHz antennas
For the 20 GHz experiments the radiation patterns of all three available microwave horn 
antennas were measured in the anechoic chamber, the measured patterns are shown in figure 
6.7.
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Figure 6.7 Measured radiation patterns of 3 microwave horns at 20 GHz
6.3.3 Experiments at university playing fields using reflector boards
The playing field experiments were designed to provide a set of different experiments 
conducted in different multipath geometries. Wooden reflectors coated with aluminium foil 
were used to provide the reflecting surfaces to create the multipath field. With these 
arrangements it was possible to obtain controlled and repeatable conditions could be created.
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The chosen experiment
The experiments were conducted at the university playing fields, since they provide an ideal 
site for these measurements. An area of approximately 300 m x 350 m of virtually 
unobstructed environment surrounded by low vegetation was found here. The unobstructed 
grass covered smooth surface meant that scatter from a rough ground surface was minimised 
as was scatter from man-made structures such as fences, lamp or goal posts or banisters. The 
fields were sufficiently large to conduct the experiments well away from the surrounding 
vegetation. This tended to be very low in height and consisted mainly at the time of the 
experiments of shrubs and very young small trees. No other large structures were in the 
vicinity to influence the measurements.
Other experimental requirements:
It was important that for these first initial measurements controlled conditions existed, so that 
the amplitude envelope measurements could be conducted without distortions by unknown 
influences. This would lead to a reliable comparison between results obtained from the 
application of the resolution procedure to the measured envelope and the individually 
measured components.
To provide reflected signal components for the generation of a multipath field, reflector 
boards of the size 1.2 m x 1.2 m were built. These boards had to be light enough to be easily 
manoeuvred, so they could be aligned accurately. The alignment proved to be an important 
factor in these experiments in order to achieve reliable results. The region of specular 
reflection had to be utilized for the experiments to provide strong enough reflected signals. 
It was critical that the boards were aligned so that the reflected signals and the original signal 
met at the receiver location. The boards had to be strong enough remain in position even in 
breezy conditions. This led to the construction of wooden boards coated with thick aluminium 
foil. The size used was found to be the best compromise between manoeuvrability and
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providing a sufficiently large reflective surface. The boards were mounted onto triangular 
supports, so that their centres were the same height as the receiving antenna.
In order to asses any results found by the resolution procedure, the signal amplitudes of the 
constituent multipath components were measured individually at the receiver location. These 
values were subsequently compared with the results of the resolution procedure applied to 
the amplitude envelope.
While it was easy to determine any direct signal component between the transmitter and 
receiver, by measuring it before the reflector boards were in place or after they had been 
removed, this was not the case for any reflected component. Even in the case of only two 
components there was always a compound field of those two components. In this two 
component case the measurement of the reflected component could be conducted by pointing 
the receiving antenna, a 60 cm parabolic dish antenna towards the reflector. An additional 
metal foil coated reflector board was used to block off the signal arriving directly from the 
transmitter at the receiver.
This measure plus the high directivity of the antenna allowed reasonably accurate 
measurements of the signal amplitudes. In the case of a three component measurement which 
needs two reflector boards the signal originating from the board nearest to the receiver was 
measured first. Again the receiving antenna was pointed in the direction of origin (reflector 
board) of this component. The other two components which were the direct signal and the 
reflection from the other board were blocked using the additional reflector. After this 
measurement the reflecting board causing this signal was taken down, so the procedure could 
be repeated for the next reflected signal without having to block off two signals from two 
almost opposite directions. Taking down reflector boards one by one and re-erecting them 
was not an option, because it could not have been guaranteed, that the boards re-aligned 
exactly the same way as they were positioned during the envelope measurement.
In all the playing field experiments there was a direct line of sight between transmitter and 
receiver, so this direct LOS signal accounts for one component. Two principal measurement 
set ups were used. The first one was a set up using one reflector board to create a two
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component multipath geometry, caused by the interference of the direct and the reflected 
signal. A number of different three component measurements were carried out sharing the 
same basic set up. Different angles of arrival were achieved by different positions of the 
reflectors. This set up used two reflector boards creating a three component geometry. The 
principal set ups are shown in figures 6.8 and 6.9. Figure 6.10 shows a photograph of an early 
experiment on the playing fields. Although this scene shows a microwave horn used as 
receiving antenna (mounted to the mobile measurement trolley) instead of the parabolic dish 
it gives a good indication of the set up. The two reflector boards are clearly visible to the right 
of the trolley. The transmitter mast can be seen in the background on the left of the picture 
just above the middle of the photograph. The shiny rectangular object on the left of the trolley 












Figure 6.9 Principal experiment set up for a 3 component multipart experiment
Figure 6.10 Photograph of early experimental scene
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The geometries and experiment results of the playing field measurements are presented in 
section 7.1.
The reflector boards were positioned to achieve the wanted multipath geometry using a 
theodolite. The theodolite was placed at the receiver location and used to mark the position 
of the centre of the reflector boards. The distance between transmitter and receiver was set to 
50 m, the distance between reflectors and receiver was between set to 30 and 50 m, depending 
on the angle of the boards with respect to the transmitter receiver line.
6.3.3.1 Summary of the measurement set up
The university playing fields provided an ideal site with a large area of virtually unobstructed 
ground. The level of background scatter was very small due to the lack of scattering sources. 
Surrounding vegetation was of low density and hight and at sufficient distance from the 
measurement sites. It was possible to create multipath geometries with the constructed 
reflector boards and conduct measurements within the resulting multipath field. However the 
reflector boards used were far smaller than any building surface in a real multipath situation 
would have been. Therefore care had to be taken during the alignment of the reflector boards 
because of their relatively small area of specular reflection. Although the supports for the 
boards were firmly pinned to the ground the influence of wind is evident in the measurements 
(see section 7.1). Even small movements of the reflectors due to wind are noticeable in the 
record of the amplitude envelope. The fluctuations caused are evident in the recorded pattern 
and can be interpreted as noise added to the envelope record.
6.3.4 Multipath generated by existing buildings
In this section two experiments are documented where existing buildings rather than reflector 
boards simulating buildings gave rise to a multipath geometry. These experiments were 
conducted to demonstrate that the resolution developed procedure could be applied to
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practical multipath situations. Surfaces of existing buildings give rise to a multipath 
environment rather than a geometry being set up with reflectors. This would create a realistic 
multipath geometry of realistic dimensions. If the resolution of the multipath components was 
achieved in these realistic environments this would further validate the usefulness of the 
procedure in practice.
Again in order to evaluate the results obtained by using the resolution procedure a well 
defined and easily modelled environment was needed. It required to be possible to identify 
possible sources of signal components leading to the interference and these could be 
individually measured in amplitude and angle of arrival thus providing data to compare and 
validate the results of the resolution procedure.
The motivation for this research leading to the development of a multipath component 
resolution procedure was that multipath situations are often too complex to be determined 
easily or resolved by directional discrimination of the antenna alone. In order to predict the 
resulting multipath field, sites had to be located where a relatively simple geometry can be 
found. To achieve this the experiment site required to be lacking in structures like fences, 
lamp posts, banisters and vegetation, which would give rise to unpredictable multipath 
components.
To be able to measure the signal strength of individual components the structures, e.g. 
buildings, giving rise to these components were required to be sufficiently spatially separated. 
Otherwise contribution from one component through side lobes, or even a part of the main 
lobe would make an individual measurement impossible.
In addition to this requirement the building surfaces needed to be orientated so that spectral 
reflections of the transmitted signal could recombine at one location.
An detailed site survey revealed the difficulty of location sites that feature all the above 
mentioned requirements. The survey found two suitable locations for possible experiments. 
One site was located in the Sandwell area, north of Birmingham and another suitable site was 
found on the university campus behind a tall building, referred to as G-block.
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6.3.4.1 The Birmingham site experiment
Figure 6.11 shows a section of the Ordnance and Survey map for the Sandwell area, where 
the experiment site is marked. The map shows a playing field area around which several rows 
of blocks of flats could be found and a number of tower blocks at the southern edge of the 
field. This site is shown in more detail on a section extracted from a larger scale map in Figure 
6.12. The transmitter at this site was placed on the playing field in front of the several blocks 
of flats and tower blocks. In doing so it was possible to utilize the face of one of the blocks 
of flats and one tower block in reflecting the signal directly from the transmitter so that they 
and the transmitted signal would recombine at the chosen receiver location also situated on 
the playing field. The signal components arriving at the receiver location in this way are 
labelled 'comp. 1' to 'comp. 3' on the map. The blocks of flats were 3 storey high buildings 
and therefore much smaller than the multistorey tower blocks.
The receiving antenna was pointed towards the smaller building (component 1), so that both 
the stronger signal from the transmitter and the stronger reflected signal from the large tower 
block (Cheviot House) would arrive through the side-lobe of the dish antenna. This was set 
up in this way so that in comparison much weaker reflection from the small building would 
be received through the main lobe of the antenna. Otherwise the contribution from the small 
building would have been too insignificant to have any measurable influence.
The dashed line indicates a fourth component which was not considered during the 
experiment. The orientation of the second tower block (Chiltern House) was such that no 
specular reflection was expected at the receiver location (see map). However the results of 
the component resolution procedure of this experiment (see section 7.2) produced clear 
evidence of a fourth component arriving at an angle in the direction of this tower block.
This site offered a relatively simple geometry where individual signal component 
measurements were possible. Although interestingly it had to be discovered that a 4th 
previously not considered signal component was presenting of the multipath field. Results 
and the discussion of this experiment are given in section 7.2.
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Figure 6.11 Section ofOrdnan* experiment site
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Lion Farm Playing Fields^
Figure 6.12 Experiment set up in detail
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The second site was located on the university campus behind the tallest building on campus. 
The building was blocking the line of sight path from a distant transmitter. The multipath 
field resulted from the interference of a signal component penetrating through the building, 
received at the face of G-block, a reflection from an adjacent building and a third component 
arising from diffraction signal over a lower section of the tall building. The transmitter was 
located at a distance of around 2 km on a hill-side seen from the campus. This location was 
chosen because it offered a multipath geometry that was more complex than at the 
Birmingham site as far as the signal paths are concerned. Nevertheless it was still possible to 
identify the structures giving rise to the signal components causing the interference. Figure 
6.14 shows a map of the experiment site. The tall building causing the obstruction is labelled 
'Gl'. The lower wing of this building is 'G2'. The third signal component is a reflection of 
the 'refectory'. Figure 6.13 shows a photograph of the tall building (Gl). The camera was 
looking at this building from the receiver location.




Figure 6.14 Experiment location of campus measurement
On the map in fig. 6.14 the signal components giving rise to the multipath field at the receiver 
location are labelled as:
1) The diffracted signal over the lower wing of G-block (G2).
2) The signal penetrating through G-block (Gl), the receiving antenna was pointed 
in the direction from where this component arrived.
3) The reflection caused by the refectory.
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This site was of great interest for the investigation because of the nature of the paths over 
which the signal components arrived at the receiver location. The lack of a LOS path was 
mentioned above, all other experimental sites had one component arriving on an LOS path. 
Furthermore none of the components followed a simple path which only included one 
reflection as in the other experiments. Component 1 originated from a diffracted signal over 
building G2. Component 3 reflected by the refectory can only have reached the refectory wall 
by means of either reflection from other adjacent buildings or penetration through building 
Gl. The most likely origin for component 2 is transmission through building Gl and a 
subsequent diffraction to reach the receiver location. This appears to be the most likely 
explanation since the library building is much lower in height and is obscured from the view 
at the receiver. Reflection from this building is therefore unlikely. The part of building H that 
could have contributed which is immediately adjacent to the library was considered unlikely 
to reflect any signal onto the face of building Gl because of the orientation of its front wall. 
Additionally the photograph and the map give an indication of vegetation that is present in 
the vicinity of the receiver location. This site was capable of demonstrating that exact 
knowledge about the individual signal paths is not necessary when using the resolution 
procedure. It further demonstrated that component resolution is possible when signal 
components arrive on more complex paths than those represented by LOS and a single 
reflection propagation modes. 
The results of this experiment are presented and discussed in section 7.2.
6.3.5 20 GHz measurements in the anechoic chamber
With anechoic chamber facilities becoming available during the project, it was considered 
useful to conduct experiments on controlled multipath geometries indoors. The anechoic 
chamber measurements utilized reflector boards to create the multipath geometries. The 
experiments in the chamber were carried out at the higher frequency of 20 GHz. The 
measurements were undertaken using a different measurements system to that used in the 
11.2 GHz experiments. The different frequency and measurement system can be useful in
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demonstrating that experimental results can validate the resolution procedure which is 
independent of the actual frequency, equipment and path geometries used. In addition to this 
the anechoic chamber offered an indoor environment independent of environmental changes 
which may occur during the outdoor experiments. Fluctuations in the microwave signal 
arising due to movement of the reflectors in the wind in the playing field experiments are 
eliminated in the indoor measurements. The chamber furthermore offers an environment with 
very little back-scatter or reflections. Thus well controlled experimental conditions can be set 
up.
The major disadvantage in these experiments were the relatively small dimensions of the 
chamber. Compared to the playing field experiments the frequency had nearly been doubled, 
but only a one tenth of the physical dimensions were available. The displacement of the 
receiving antenna was between 400 and 800 mm in the experiments conducted in the 
chamber. Considering the distances of the reflector boards from the receiver, the angles of 
arrival of the components arising from these reflectors varied a little in moving over the whole 
length of antenna displacement as stated in section 7.3.1.
Trials were undertaken whereby the DFT was applied to simulated interference patterns of 
geometries with varying angles of arrival. The variations would only be in the order of a view 
degrees during the antenna travel. It was found that the DFT procedure produced angles of 
arrival equivalent to the mean value of the minimum and maximum angle encountered. This 
meant that as long as the orientation of the reflector board was measured at the half way point 
of the antenna displacement in every experiment the angle of arrival would be resolved with 
reasonable accuracy by the procedure.
Figure 6.15 indicates the physical dimensions of the available space within the chamber. The 
figure shows a principal measurement set up for a three component experiment inside the 
anechoic chamber. For a two component experiment only one reflector board would be 




Figure 6.15 Principal experiment set up for 20 GHz experiments inside the anechoic 
chamber (three components)
The reflector boards shown in figure 6.15 are drawn to scale. Solid aluminium sheets of 
dimension 1 m x 1 m mounted on supporting tripods were used. When setting up a three 
component experiment care had to be taken that the boards did not obstruct signal paths from 
and to the other reflector board. It was found that aluminium sheets of this dimension had to 
be used, because of the relatively long travel of the antenna in comparison to the other 
distances. Smaller boards would have resulted in smaller areas of specular reflection, outside 
which the reflected signal level reduces significantly. If the antenna moves outside the 
specular reflection region of a certain board this will lead to a reducing amplitude of that 
signal component for certain antenna displacements and lead to a distortion of the amplitude 
envelope. The theory in chapter 3 considers the individual component amplitudes to be 
constant over the whole length of antenna displacement.
One experiment with a multipath field arising from two signal components and two 
experiments involving three component multipath geometries were carried out. The results 
are presented and discussed in section 7.3
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6.4 Assessment of experimental errors
This section presents an assessment of the accuracy obtained in carrying out the described 
experiments. The assessment considers the factors influencing the system accuracy as well 
as random and systematic errors that could have arisen during the measurements.
6.4.1 11.2 GHz experiment errors 
6.4.1.1 Accuracy of the 11.2 GHz system
The central measuring device in the 11.2 GHz was the spectrum analyzer. The random errors 
of the signal amplitude measurements are mainly those of the spectrum analyzer. For 
amplitude measurements at this frequency the manufactures specifications are an accuracy 
of±ldB.
The gain function of the LNB was measured linearly from the LNB's noise floor to the 
maximum input, when the LNB saturates and the gain function becomes non-linear. The 
maximum input level for the LNB was measured at -50 dBm. It was ensured during all 11.2 
GHz experiments that this maximum input signal was not exceeded. The small rated noise 
figure of 1 dB meant little extra noise being introduced by the LNB and a large dynamic range 
for the experiments from 0 dBm to -85 dBm was available. All the measured amplitude levels 
during the experiments were well above the LNB noise level, so that random errors from the 
LNB can be excluded.
All signal amplitude levels stated in the experimental results in section 7.1 are referred to as 
those obtained at the analyzer input. Both the measurements of the individual signal 
components of the multipath field and the interference pattern were carried out with the same 
measurement system. Therefore systematic errors arising from the estimation of the system 
link budget considering the LNB gain and combined cable and connector losses would be 
identical in both measurements. Errors arising here will therefore tend to cancel out. 
Systematic errors can arise from errors in the measurements of the patterns of the antennas
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used in the measurements.
Measurements of the antenna radiation pattern were conducted placing a transmit antenna 
and the antenna under test on two relatively open elevated locations respectively. A 180 
degree radiation pattern measurement was conducted rotating the antenna under test so that 
its principal axis was turned in the direction of an open valley. The elevated positions of the 
antennas as well as the open valley contributing to the minimisation of scatter signal reaching 
the main lobe while measuring the signal received by any side lobe. The accuracy achieved 
under these conditions can be considered to be around ± 2 dB.
The resulting random error for the amplitude measurements including consideration of the 
antenna radiation pattern was therefore estimated at + 3 dB.
6.4.1.2 11.2 GHz Experiments
Signal amplitudes:
A difficult task of the experiment was the measurement of the individual signal components. 
The playing field experiments had the advantage that after measuring the signal component 
closest to the receiving antenna the reflector board giving rise to this component could be 
removed. Then the other reflected signal component could be measured while only the LOS 
signal from the transmitter had to be blocked off by means of a reflective board. During the 
experiments on buildings it was of course impossible to remove the sources of the signal 
components. Here shielding the receiver antenna from other signal components while 
measuring the component of interest was the only alternative. The error for the measurements 
of individual signal component was greatest when measuring weak signal components in the 
presence of stronger components in the compound field. The high directivity and careful 
shielding of the antenna from unwanted signals allowed measurements of the component of 
interest with reasonable accuracy. The geometries had been chosen and set up, so that in 
comparison to the beamwidth of the receiving antenna there was a sufficient spatial 
separation of the angles of arrival thus aiding the measurement of individual components.
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For weaker signal components an additional error is very likely. Here because a stronger 
component through a side-lobe of the measuring antenna could result in a comparable 
contribution it will be difficult give a precise figure assessment.
Accuracy of measured angles:
The angles of arrival of the signal components were determined in both the playing field and 
the building measurements using a theodolite. The theodolite itself is a very accurate 
instrument and allows angle measurements as a accurate as ± 20". During the experiment the 
location of the centre of the reflector boards was marked using the theodolite. After the boards 
had been placed at this marked location they were then adjusted so that the receiver obtained 
a maximum signal from the reflection of the board. This ensured that the specular reflection 
of the transmitted signal was directed towards the receiver. Considering this the measurement 
of the angles of arrival cannot be assumed any more accurate than ±1°.
This figure must also be considered reasonable for the building experiments. The theodolite 
was used to determine the angles under which the sources giving rise to the signal 
components could be seen from the receiver location. Nevertheless it was in many cases 
difficult to determine from which exact point of the structure (e.g. large wall) the signal 
component originated from.
An additional random error for the angles of arrival arises from the alignment of the direction 
of displacement of the receiving antenna with the direct propagation of one of the signal 
components. During the experiment the steel rail on which the antenna is displaced was 
aligned with the source of one of the signal components. The alignment of the steel rail is 
possible to an accuracy of around ±1°.
The resulting random error for the angle measurements is thus estimated at ± 2°.
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6.4.2 20 GHz system experimental errors
Signal amplitudes:
The 20 GHz used a logarithmic amplifier, data acquisition board and a PC to measure the 
signal amplitude level. This system was calibrated so that this system including the mixing 
stage used in converting the 20 GHz RF signal down to an IF signal of 220 MHz. The log. 
amplifier together with the data acquisition are scaled so that dBm values representing the 
output signal from the antenna. The calibration insured an accuracy of the system around ± 
IdB.
The antenna radiation patterns of the 20 GHz antennas were measured in the anechoic 
chamber and can be considered more accurate than the outdoor measurement used in the 11.2 
GHz system. The radiation patterns can be considered to have an error of ± 1 dB.
Similarly to the 11.2 GHz experiments the same system was used for the measurement of 
both the individual components and the amplitude envelopes. Systematic errors concerning 
the equipment would arise in both measurements and would cancel each other out. Again the 
antenna radiation pattern can be a source of systematic errors.
As in the 11.2 GHz experiments an additional source of errors was caused by the 
measurement of the individual signal components. Similar considerations thus arise here. 
Great care was taken when measuring the individual components, by utilizing the directivity 
of the receiving antenna and the use of metal sheets to shield off unwanted contributions for 
each particular measurement. As in the 11.2 GHz experiments an additional error in the 
estimation of weaker components must be considered.
Accuracy of measured angles:
The dimensions of the anechoic chamber allowed the geometry for each experiment to be 
determined. Distances were measured between transmitter, reflector boards and the receiver, 
plus relative distances of reflector boards with respect to the transmitter receiver line. From
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these all the resulting angles were calculated. The angles of arrival at the half way point of 
displacement of the receiving antenna determined in this way were considered to be accurate 
within ± 1°. The direction of antenna displacement as in the 11.2 GHz experiments was 
estimated to be in error of ± 1°.
The resulting random error for the angle measurements of the 20 GHz experiments was 
estimated at ± 1°.
6.5 Interim conclusion of chapter 6
Descriptions of a range of different experiments conducted during the experimental program 
were presented. The university playing field offered a useful environment for the 
measurements of different multipath geometries created using reflector boards. Largely 
controlled and repeatable experiments were possible on these fields.
Predictable multipath environments in which controlled measurements could be conducted 
were difficult to find. A survey revealed two locations at which experiments were carried out 
in multipath geometries created by effects of existing buildings. These experiments were 
conducted to validate the developed resolution procedure and demonstrate its practical 
usefulness.
Anechoic chamber experiments were carried out at a different frequency using a different 
receiver and measurement system. This was considered of value in demonstrating the validity 
of the resolution procedure at different operating frequencies.
The results of the experimental measurements are presented in chapter 7, where their 
implications are discussed.
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CHAPTER 7 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS AND THEIR ASSESSMENT
In this section the results of the various experiments described in chapter 6 are presented and 
are discussed for each set of experiments. For presentation and discussion of the results the 
different sets of experiments are divided into the same categories used in chapter 6.
In all sets of the experiments the multipath geometry will be described by stating the angles 
of arrival of the signal components giving rise to the multipath field. These angles of arrival 
refer to the direction along which the signal component originates with respect to the 
direction of receiver antenna displacement. The measured amplitudes stated for the individual 
signal components are the result of the signal magnitude measured considering the effect of 
the radiation pattern of the receiving antenna. The received interference pattern (amplitude 
envelope) is the result of the interaction of the signal components considering the angular 
gain function of the receiving antenna. The component resolution procedure results are 
derived from the received amplitude envelope. In order to compare the individually measured 
component amplitudes with those produced from the application of the procedure their 
amplitudes must be adjusted to the level the receiving antenna receives at the given angle. 
This means that the individually measured amplitude since it was obtained through the main 
lobe of the measuring antenna must be reduced by the appropriate value at a given angle of 
arrival due to the antenna radiation pattern.
7.1 Results of playing field experiments
The set of experiments carried out on the university playing fields consists of four different 
experiments. Four different multipath geometries were created using the reflector boards. The 
transmitter signal was received as line of sight signal. The receiving antenna was directed 
towards this signal and also displaced in the propagation direction of this signal. The first 
experiment was carried with one reflector board, which results in a multipath geometry of 
two constituent components. In the remaining three experiments two reflector boards were 
used, resulting in multipath geometries of three constituent components in each case.
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Table 7.1 shows the geometries chosen in each experiment. The measured geometry (angles 
of arrival) and individual amplitudes under consideration of the antenna radiation pattern are 
listed as individual measurements in the three left hand columns of the table. The results of 
the resolution procedure applied to the measured interference pattern are listed in the three 
right hand columns. 











































































Table 7.1 Results of playing field measurements
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Received amplitude envelope [dBm]
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Figure 7.1 Received amplitude envelope in 1. playing field experiment (two components)




















Figure 7.2 Received amplitude envelope in 2. playing field experiment (three components)
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Figure 7.3 Received amplitude envelope in 3. playing field experiment (three components)
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Figure 7.4 Received amplitude envelope in 4. playing field experiment (three components)
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7.1.1 Discussion of playing field results
The received amplitude envelopes in the playing field experiments show that it was possible 
to set up multipath geometries. The arising interference pattern, recorded over distance, by 
displacing the receiving antenna clearly demonstrated the occurrence of a multipath field. 
Amplitudes and angles of arrival of the signal components giving rise to the interference 
pattern were derived using the developed component resolution procedure. The comparison 
in table 7.1 between the individually measured multipath components and results of the 
component resolution procedure show good agreement. The amplitudes listed under 
'individual measurements' are derived from measurement of individual component levels 
and measured radiation pattern. The resulting random error for the two combination of the 
two measurements as shown in section 3.4.1 is ± 3 dB. The same section states random error 
for the angles of arrival of ± 2°. Nearly all figures for the individual component measurements 
compare with the resolution procedure results within these errors. As stated in section 3.4.1 
an additional error for the individual component amplitudes is possible due to the interference 
from the other signal components during the individual component measurement.
The results are within the random error determining the accuracy of the measurements. This 
suggests that this individual component measurements were in most cases sufficiently 
accurate.
One exception can however is the second component in the second experiment. It is 
significant that both the amplitude and the angle of arrival in this case differ between the two 
measurements. The resolution procedure gives an angle of arrival that exceeds the one in the 
individual measurement by 5°, and an amplitude for this component that is nearly 5 dB more 
than the individually measured. The combination of these two factors indicate an error in 
positioning the reflector board with respect to the location marked by the theodolite, leading 
to a larger angle of arrival than indicated. This is supported when considering the shape of 
the function of the antenna radiation pattern at these angles.
The slope of the antenna radiation pattern is very steep at the angles in question. An increased 
angle of 5° results in an increase in gain of the order of the difference between the two
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measurements. The antenna radiation pattern is used to calculate the signal components 
strength with the effect it has on the interference pattern as received by the antenna. Had the 
gain been underestimated due to using the wrong angle of arrival the amplitude for this 
component as seen by the receiving antenna would also have been underestimated. This 
makes an error in the positioning of the reflector board the most likely explanation for the 
discrepancy.
7.2 Results of building measurements
As in the playing field experiments the existence of multipath field was observed by the 
presence of an interference pattern. Component signal levels could be derived from the 
measurement of the interference pattern using the resolution procedure. The results of the 
resolution procedure in comparison to individual measurements are summarized in table 7.2. 














































Table 7.2 Results of building experiments
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Figure 7.5 Received amplitude envelope of Birmingham experiment























Figure 7.6 Received amplitude envelope of campus experiment
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7.2.1 Discussion of results of building measurements
Birmingham experiment-
The experiment at the site near Birmingham produced one very interesting result, that is also 
indicated in section 6.3.3.1. The resolution procedure revealed an additional signal 
component to those considered when setting up the experiment. A fourth component was 
clearly evident from the result of the resolution procedure. The resolved angle of arrival of 
this component is in direction of the second tower block. This fourth component was resolved 
as:
Amplitude: -33.5 dBm
Angle of arrival: 57°
Since the contribution from the second tower block had not be regarded significant when 
setting up the experiment the signal amplitude of this signal had not been measured. 
Therefore the resolved amplitude level cannot be compared to any individual measurement. 
It is encouraging however that it was possible using the procedure to identify a source of a 
multipath signal component not considered from a preliminary examination of the path 
geometry.
Both experiment sites:
Using a similar experimental method and the same measurement system as in the playing 
filed experiments random errors from these experiments can be considered to be the same as 
in the previous set of experiments.
The angles of arrival in both experiments are resolved within the random error band of ± 2°. 
The agreement between individually measured component amplitudes and values resulting 
from the resolution procedure is very good for the two stronger signal components in both 
experiments. Significantly in both experiments the weakest component has been 
overestimated. In the Birmingham experiment the weakest component is overestimated by 
nearly 8 dB by the resolution procedure. In the campus experiment it is nearly 4 dB. In both 
experiments these components were very weak in comparison to the strongest received one.
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In the Birmingham experiment the difference considering the antenna radiation pattern 
between the strongest and the weakest component is nearly 37 dB. The weaker components 
are the ones likely to be measured incorrectly during the individual amplitude measurements 
in the presence of stronger components, although in both cases the difference is very 
significant. Also both components have been measured as of weaker level in the individual 
measurements compared to the resolution procedure results. Therefore in both cases a 
stronger component would have had to interfere destructively with the signal of the weaker 
component to lead to a smaller value being measured. The spatial separation between the 
direction of the weaker component and the direction of arrival of the stronger ones is 
relatively large in both cases (see maps in section 6.3.3), and all the stronger signal 
components originate from one side looking in direction of the weaker component. Both these 
factors combined should have made it possible to measure the weaker component more 
accurately than the figures suggest.
A more likely explanation for the differences between the figures is discussed in section 8.3.2. 
It is the influence of noise on the DFT. Both received amplitude envelopes show some 
fluctuation resembling noise rather than a regular pattern of component interference. In both 
cases the amplitudes of the weak signal components will be close to the experienced noise 
level of the spectra. As shown in section 8.3.2 and documented by Prewit (1978) signal levels 
of signals with a low signal to noise ratio will be overestimated by the DFT. This indicates 
one explanation why only the weak signal components are overestimated by the resolution 
procedure. On the other hand as stated before in practical multipath situations it is strictly 
speaking impossible to measure component amplitudes individually. The interaction of other 
components arriving at the measuring antenna through a side lobe with the main lobe signal 
may have introduced additional errors in the measurements of the weaker components.
7.3 Results of anechoic chamber experiments
At the higher frequency of 20 GHz interference patterns were recorded in multipath 
geometries set up using reflectors. Multipath signal components were derived from the
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interference patterns. Table 7.3 lists a comparison of the results from the resolution procedure 
and individual signal component amplitude measurements. As in the case of the 11.2 GHz 
experiments the individual component amplitudes listed have been calculated considering the 
antenna radiation patterns of the receiving antenna. The receiving antennas in the 20 GHz 
measurements were microwave horn antennas as opposed to the parabolic dish reflectors in 
the 11.2 GHz experiments. A 10 dBi horn was used for the first and second experiment and 
a 20 dBi horn for the third one. The different geometries used are listed in table 7.3. The 
























































Table 7.3 ofanechoic chamber experiments
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Figure 7.7 Received amplitude envelope in first anechoic chamber experiment
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Figure 7.8 Received amplitude envelope in second anechoic chamber experiment
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Figure 7.9 Received amplitude envelope in third anechoic chamber experiment
7.3.1 Discussion of anechoic chamber measurements
Comparing the graphs of the received amplitude envelopes above with those recorded on the 
playing fields at 11.2 GHz in section 7.1 the curves appear much smoother. This confirms 
that the signal fluctuations due to e.g. reflector board movement were successfully eliminated 
in the indoor experiments. The angles of arrival were resolved by the resolution procedure 
with the expected ± 2°. This represents a very good result considering that angles of arrival 
change by a few degrees during the displacement of the receiving antenna, being comparable 
to other path geometry dimensions.
The agreement between the amplitude values resulting from individual measurements and 
from the resolution procedure is generally good. The amplitude of the 0° component and 
smaller angle of arrival in the three components experiment as well as both components in 
the two component experiment agree very well in the two measurements. There is a
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difference of around 3 dB in the component amplitude levels of the larger angle components 
between individual measurement and resolution procedure result. This is somewhat 
disappointing as it exceeds the random error of ± 2 dB of the experiments. A possible 
explanation can be due to the size of the displacement distance of the receiving antenna in 
comparison to the overall dimensions of the anechoic chamber. The receiving antenna was 
moved out of the area of specular reflection of the larger angle reflector board. This meant 
that the reflected signal decreased in amplitude during the displacement.
According to Ding (1994) the width w of the specular reflection area in azimuth direction of 
a near perfect conductor is:
w = acos60 (7.1)
where: a is the length of the reflecting surface
60 is the angle of incidence (or reflection) of the signal arriving at the board with 
respect to the normal.
For the larger angle signal components in the three component experiments the angle 9o was 
around 50°. For aim reflector board this results in a specular region of 64 cm at the location 
of the receiver antenna displacement. This is approximately the length of the antenna 
displacement so that any slight misalignment of the reflector board with respect to the area 
of displacement of the receiver antenna would affect the measurement of the amplitude 
envelope. The alignment of the reflector board at such oblique angles of incidence for the 
signal is relatively difficult and a misalignment was likely.
If in the third anechoic chamber measurement the last half of the recorded amplitude envelope 
are used to resolve the multipath geometry, the resulting amplitudes are:
Ai = -18.4 dBm, A2 = -27.9 dBm, AS = -33.9 dBm,
which only differ from the individual component amplitude measurements by less than 1 dB
and are hence well within the expected measurement accuracy.
In the second chamber experiment the figure for As varied even more through the travel of
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the receiving antenna. If only the latter part of the received pattern is considered the following 
amplitudes are recorded:
Ai = -8.6 dBm, A2 = -13.3 dBm, As = -15.8 dBm.
The individually measured value for AS lies between this result and the one given in table 
7.3.
The third anechoic chamber measurement is used in the following as an example for 
demonstrating the validity of the achieved results.
The results of the resolution procedure will be used for a simulation of the interference pattern 
for this example using the computer simulation described in section 3.1.2. The simulated 
interference pattern is shown in figure 7.10. For easier comparison the measured record is 
shown again in figure 7.11. The simulation used the results obtained from latter half of the 
amplitude envelope to avoid the area of non-specular reflection for the third component, as 
explained above. The simulation did not consider the changing angle of arrival, which 
increases in the measurement towards the end of the record. Therefore a lower rate of 
variation can be observed towards the end of the recorded pattern. Otherwise simulated and 
actual recorded amplitude envelope are very similar.
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Figure 7.10 Simulated amplitude envelope using results of third chamber experiment for the 
simulation
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Figure 7.11 Measured amplitude envelope for comparison with figure 7.10
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7.4 Interim conclusion of chapter 7
The results of the experiments presented in this chapter show that the multipath signal 
components can be resolved from a recorded amplitude envelope. Experiments were 
conducted in three different environments and at two different frequencies. The environments 
were outdoor experiments using reflector boards, outdoor experiments in multipath 
geometries caused by buildings and indoor experiments inside an anechoic chamber using 
reflector boards. The outdoor experiments were conducted at 11.2 GHz and the indoor ones 
at 20 GHz. It was possible to resolve the multipath components of the multipath geometries 
in the experiments in all these cases. The majority of the experimental results comparing 
amplitudes and angles of arrival of individually measured multipath components with those 
resolved using the developed procedure give good agreement and fall within errors estimated. 
Exceptions in both the playing field and the anechoic experiments can be explained by 
systematic errors during the experiments. The exception in the playing field experiment is the 
result of an error when aligning one of the reflector boards. In the anechoic chamber the 
differences are caused by moving the receiving antenna out of the region of specular 
reflection of one of the reflector boards, due to the small dimensions of the chamber.
The building experiments showed that the resolution procedure revealed a signal component 
thought to be insignificant when setting up the experiment. It appears that relatively weak 
signal components will be overestimated by the DFT procedure. This can be related to noise, 
which will be discussed in section 8.3.
Overall the results of the experiments validate the developed resolution procedure. Overall 
the procedure can be implemented in real multipath scenarios with relatively inexpensive 
means and yield accurate information about the constituent components of a multipath field.
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CHAPTER 8 ACCURACY, RESOLUTION AND LIMITATIONS OF 
RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
8.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates the factors influencing the accuracy of the developed resolution 
procedure. Factors have an influence on the resolution and limitations of the procedure are 
discussed. The first part focuses on angles of arrival results, whereas the second part discusses 
factors influencing the resolution of component amplitudes including the influence of noise.
8.2 Angular resolution of the procedure
The angles of arrival result from the spatial frequencies using equation 4.4 derived in section 
4.1:
9,- = arcos(\ -fsplj) with j = 2,3, ... , n ( 4.4)
The sampling interval in the spectrum of the DFT is the reciprocal of the record length in the 
spatial domain. If T is the record length in the spatial domain expressed in units of wavelength 
X the sampling interval in the spatial frequency domain is:
0;- is measured with respect to 9j equating to 0
In the sampled spatial frequency domain the error in the resolved spatial frequencies will be 
+Afsp . The areas function is a non-linear function so that negative and positive errors have 
to be considered separately. Using the equations above and plotting positive and negative 
errors in two separate graphs produces curves as shown in figures 8. 1 and 8.2. They show the 
percentage error in the calculation of angles of arrival depending on the value of the angle.
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Figure 8.1 Positive errors of angles of arrival, depending on spacial domain record length 
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Figure 8.2 Negative errors of angles of arrival, depending on spacial domain record length 
when using a single DFT
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The different curves have the record length in the spatial domain as a parameter. The record 
length is expressed in units of wavelength A,.
The graphs shown in figures 8.1 and 8.2 represent the theoretical error for angles of arrival 
resulting from using one DFT on the square of the amplitude envelope and using its spectrum 
to resolve the multipath components. However the results shown in section 5.3 where the 
developed resolution procedure was applied to simulated amplitude envelopes show much 
smaller errors that those indicated in figures 8.1 and 8.2.
The record lengths used for the simulations were between 14 and 22 X. Yet the errors 
experienced are below 2% and often much smaller than that depending on the multipath 
geometry simulated. These small errors are achieved by using the adaptive window size 
method described in section 5.2.2. This method will always attempt to find a record length 
in the spatial domain that is an integer multiple of cycle length of the spatial frequency 
component in question. Because of the integer relationship between cycle length and record 
length the spatial frequency line should ideally coincide with a sampling point in the spatial 
frequency domain. Inaccuracies can however arise from the fact that the record in the spatial 
domain is also sampled. The record length as integer multiple of a cycle record can only be 
achieved within the sampling interval in the spatial domain.
The sampling interval is determined by the number of samples the record comprises. The 
simulations were carried out on records of 512 sampling points and the measured amplitude 
envelopes were recorded using length between 200 and 450 sampling points. Applying the 
adaptive window size procedure gradually reduces the record length to a chosen minimum of 
half the original length. Nevertheless the sampling intervals are relatively small and the errors 
of fitting a window whose size is an integer multiple of the cycle length to each spatial 
frequency component will be small. This explains the increased accuracy when using the 
adaptable window size, as shown in section 5.3.
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8.2.1 Minimum resolvable angle difference
The size of the sampling interval AfSp determines how closely spaced adjacent angles of 
arrival can be, for them to be distinguishable. The sampling interval in the spatial frequency 
domain is the reciprocal of the record length in the spatial domain, therefore this record length 
determines the resolvable angle difference. Because of the non-linear nature of the arcos 
function a different angle difference can be expected for fsp + Afsp and fsp - Afsp . Figures 8.3 
and 8.4 show for each angle of arrival how closely spaced the nearest angle of arrival can be 
depending on the spatial domain record length. Figure 8.3 shows the minimum angular 
resolution in the case of fsp + AfSp. Figure 8.4 shows the minimum angular resolution in the 
case of fsp - Afsp. The angle difference in the latter case leads to smaller angles compared to 
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Figure 8.3 Minimum resolvable angle difference (positive direction) depending on spatial 
domain record length
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Figure 8.4 Minimum resolvable angle difference (negative direction) depending on spatial 
domain record length
As detailed in section 5.2.2 the resolution procedure applies several DFTs to the amplitude 
envelope. The window size is reduced by one step before the application of the next DFT 
until a minimum window length is reached. This method yields very accurate results as 
demonstrated the above mentioned section. However to assess the minimum resolvable angle 
the final shortest record length has to be used.
8.2.2 Smallest resolvable angle of arrival
The smallest resolvable angle of arrival will be represented by the first spatial frequency line. 
To be distinguishable this line will have to be at a distance of 2Afsp . Figure 8.5 shows the 
minimum resolvable angle of the procedure depending on the record length in the spatial
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domain. Using the adaptive window procedure again this applies to the smallest record length 
used during the window size adaptation.
100
10 15 20 25 30 35 
Angle of arrival in degrees
40 45 50
Figure 8.5 Minimum resolvable angle of arrival depending on spatial domain record length
8.3 Factors influencing the accuracy of resolved amplitudes
The main factors influencing the amplitude resolution of the DFT are discussed in chapter 5. 
It is shown in this chapter that the truncation interval in the spatial domain has a very 
significant influence on the accuracy of signal amplitudes by causing errors due to spectral 
leakage. It is shown how using the adaptive window size procedure the errors can be 
minimized very effectively. However some errors when applying the DFT still arise when 
using this method.
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8.3.1 Increased error of adjacent spectral lines
Discussing the leakage problem of the DFT relevant papers (Bergland, 1968; Brigham, 1988; 
Harris, 1978; Kay and Marple, 1981) often concentrate on the obscuring of smaller adjacent 
spectral lines by larger ones through leakage. The effect that a small signal component gets 
completely obscured by the leakage of a much larger adjacent component is virtually 
eliminated using the adaptive window size method.
Investigating the accuracy of the component amplitudes resolved by the developed procedure 
an increased error was found in some cases. The investigation showed that these errors were 
caused by a different leakage related phenomenon which is not well documented. 
This phenomenon also arises with closely spaced spectral lines. It was found that in cases 
where a large signal component shows a large amount of leakage the adjacent (smaller) 
component can increase in amplitude, appearing as if the leakage of the larger component 
'lifts' up the smaller one. The effect bears similarities to the effect of noise on the signal 
(Prewitt, 1978), which is discussed in section 8.3.2.
This effect can be demonstrated on the spectrum of a simulated squared amplitude envelope 
using the simulation described in section 3.1.2. The simulated multipath geometry is:
Ai = 1, 0i = 0°; A2 = 0.7, 62 = 60°; As = 0.3, 63 = 70°.
The initial record length in this simulation was spanned a distance of 27.7 A, with 512 
sampling points. The spectral lines of interest are Vali2 and Vali3. Using equations 4.38 and 
4.40 in chapter 4, they can be calculated from the geometry given above as Vali2 = 1.4 and 
Vali3 = 0.6. Figures 8.6 and 8.7 show the results of two different DFTs carried out on the 
simulated amplitude envelope of this multipath geometry. The original record length of 512 
sample points has been reduced to 481 in figure 8.6 and to 504 in figure 8.7. Figure 8.6 shows 
that Vali2 has been windowed so that hardly any leakage is present for this line and its 
amplitude is virtually 1.4 as calculated. Vali3 shows some leakage and its amplitude is just 
below the calculated value of 0.6. In figure 8.7 the record length in the spatial domain was 
such, that Vali2 shows a large amount of leakage and its amplitude is reduced to a value
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around 1.1. It also clearly shows that this leads to Vain exceeding the theoretical value of 
0.6, while hardly showing any leakage of its own.
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
1/NT
Figure 8.6 DFT of a simulated interference pattern with record length 418 sampling points
Figure 8.7 DFT of a simulated interference pattern with record length 504 sampling points
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This (constructed) example demonstrates the effect that leads to additional errors. The 
adaptive window procedure will by using the minimum leakage test described in section 
5.2.2.1 minimize the effect to some extent. A certain record length will be chosen when the 
amplitudes of the two sample points either side of the spectral line of interest are minimal. 
However an decrease in accuracy will remain for cases of one strong and one weak signal 
component with closely spaced angles of arrival. The effect can be minimised by increasing 
the resolution in the spatial frequency domain, i.e. increasing the number of spatial frequency 
samples between the spectral lines corresponding with the angles of arrival. An increase in 
spatial frequency domain resolution can be achieved by increasing the initial record length 
of measure amplitude envelope data.
8.3.2 The influence of noise on the amplitude envelope
The influence of noise of on the result of the DFT is discussed by Prewitt (1978). He states 
that an amplitude bias on the DFT output spectrum will result from presence of noise on the 
signal. In a practical measurement situation it is very likely to find noise present in the 
recorded amplitude envelope data. This noise will be of the order of the normal signal 
fluctuations due to outdoor factors. The outdoor experiments described in section 6.3.2 and 
6.3.3 were affected by fluctuation noise as can be seen from their results in sections 7.1 and 
7.2.
Noise on any of the signal components that give rise to the multipath field in which the 
amplitude envelope is recorded will influence the resulting interference pattern. This will 
affect the smaller signal components more than the larger ones. Random errors of the 
measurement system will also generate a small amount of noise on the measured pattern. A 
reduction of noise during the measurement can be achieved by averaging over a number of 
records taken at each step of the antenna displacement. This will average out some of the 
random fluctuations in the signal and minimize the effect of noise on the signal.
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Analysing the experiments of multipath geometries caused by buildings (section 6.3.3 and 
7.2) it was found that the weaker signal components were significantly overestimated. These 
signal components were received at a significantly lower signal level than the dominant 
component. In both measurements the signal level difference between strongest and weakest 
component was around 26 and 37 dB respectively. In the experiment with the larger 
difference in the two signal levels a greater overestimation of the weakest signal level was 
obtained. The effect of noise on the amplitude envelope is demonstrated here using a 
simulated amplitude envelope and adding random white noise to this. Table 8.1 shows the 
result of the resolution procedure applied to a simulated amplitude envelope. Three different 
cases are shown. The first one is a simulation without noise whereas in the second and third 
example random white noise has been added to the amplitude envelope. The amount of noise 
added is ± 1 dB in the second example and ± 3 dB in the third.
These examples demonstrate that noise on the recorded amplitude envelope will lead to an 
overestimation of some amplitude levels. Most significantly affected are the weakest signal 
components as expected. A slightly increased error on the resolved angles of arrival is also 
evident, but is insignificant, since the accuracy they are resolved with is still very good. An 
identification of signal components is still possible in the presence of noise. Very noisy 
amplitude envelopes will still yield the signal components, although weaker contribution will 
be overestimated.
In many practical applications signal components where this overestimation is significant 
will most likely be regarded as insignificant. In practical situations the underlying back 
scatter in an urban area can be as high as -30 dB (Al-Nuaimi and Ding, 1994), so that 
measurements will rarely extend to very low signal components. If however more accurate 
information on their amplitude levels is required the noise-level will have to be reduced (e.g. 
by averaging over a larger number of measurement samples or by applying a low pass filter 
to the resulting amplitude envelope).
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Table 8.1 Effect of noise on the resolution procedure
The experimental measurement strongly affected by the influence of noise was the one 
carried out at the Birmingham site. The effect of noise can be demonstrated using the 
computer simulation for the amplitude envelope to simulate an envelope with the individually 
measured signal levels of the components. Similarly to the examples given in table 8.1 a 
certain amount of noise can be added to this simulation. Adding white noise of 2 dB to the 
simulation of this amplitude envelope the resolution procedure yields the following 
amplitude levels:
Component 1: -7.5 dBm
Component 2: -19.7 dBm
Component 3: -36.2 dBm
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Comparing these figures with table 7.2 the amplitudes for components 1 and 2 are equal to 
the measurements because no tolerance for the measurements was assumed. The simulation 
used exactly the measured values for those components, therefore the procedure result equals 
the measurements. However it is significant that using a simulated amplitude envelope with 
an added noise of a realistic level the amplitude value for component 3 equals that of the 
procedure result using the measured envelope. The fact that the component amplitudes 
obtained by applying the resolution procedure to simulated data with an added noise match 
the ones gained from the measured amplitude envelope indicate that noise present in this 
measurement was a contributing factor to the errors observed.
8.4 Limitations of the developed procedure
Some limitations have already been discussed in sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2. The minimum 
resolvable angle of arrival and the minimum angle difference both depend on the record 
length of the recorded amplitude envelope. The procedure cannot yield results for angles of 
arrival below the smallest value given for a certain record length.
Another limitation results from the symmetry of the cosine function. The cosine function 
produces duplicate answers for angles greater than 180°. The discussed resolution procedure 
produces angle of arrival values between 0° and 180°, with respect to the direction of antenna 
displacement. In a practical environment once angles of arrival are established for certain 
signal components it will often be possible to identify structures from which they arise. 
Therefore it will often be possible to identify whether the signal component travelled from 
the left or right hand side with respect to the direction of displacement of the receiving 
antenna.
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8.4.1 Resolution of ambiguity for angles larger than 180°
In situations where it is not possible to identify from which half circle either side of the line 
of antenna displacement the multipath components arise, a method will be useful to provide 
that information. The symmetry of the cosine function leading to duplicate results for angles 
larger than 180° makes it necessary to acquire extra information to resolve this ambiguity. 
The additional information needed can be obtained by measuring a second amplitude 
envelope at the same location in the same multipath field. The direction of displacement will 
have to be at an angle (\|/) with reference to the direction of the first displacement. The angle 
\|/can be chosen as a convenient value, as explained below, see figure 8.8.
Direction of second displacement X2
Direction of first displacement
Figure 8.8 Measurement set up to resolve angle ambiguity
Using one displacement (x i) of the antenna it is not possible to distinguish whether the second 
signal component in figure 8.8 is E2 arriving from direction (6) or whether it is E!2 arriving 
at -6. By displacing the antenna along a second direction (xi) which is of angle \|/, an 
amplitude envelope pattern will be recorded caused by the same two signal components Ei
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and E2 (or £2) as during the first measurement. With respect to the direction of the second 
displacement signal component EI arrives at angle y. But the second component will either 
arrive at angle \y + 9 or y - 9. The cosine function is non-linear and therefore yields a 
different result for both angles. Using equation 3.27 the two different spatial frequencies fsp !2 
and f sp!2 can be calculated with known angle \|/:
/*pi2 = lcos(\|/-e)-cos(\|/)l (8.2) 
fsPn = I cos(\|/ + 6) - cos(\|/) I (8.3)
The spatial spectrum will yield the different spatial frequencies fsp!2 or f Spl2 for the two 
different angles 6 and -6. The values for either are different, the ambiguity is thus resolved. 
The angle \|/ can be chosen as a convenient value in the first quadrant (0° to 90°). But it cannot 
be chosen to be 90°, since cos 90° = 0. This would lead to cos(\|/) = 0 in eqns. 8.2 and 8.3. 
Therefore the terms \|/ + 0 and \|/ - 9 would result in the same absolute value and only differ 
in their sign. The information about the sign is lost in eqns. 8.2 and 8.3 and therefore does 
not lead to any additional information about the angles of arrival. In cases of more than 2 
components (n > 2) eqns 8.2 and 8.3 can be generalized as:
(8.4)
= 1 COS(X|/ + 9;) - COSty) I (8.5)
withj = 2,3,.....n
Comparing of the two resulting spatial spectra of the amplitude envelopes obtained by two 
antenna displacements it will possible to resolve the ambiguities using the chosen angle \|/.
8.5 Summary and interim conclusion of chapter 8
The accuracy of the spatial frequencies is mainly determined by the length of the record in 
the spatial domain, meaning the length of the amplitude envelope in wavelength X. It is shown 
how the record length influences the accuracy in the spatial frequency domain using one DFT 
on a given amplitude envelope data set.
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Comparing the figures given here with the results given in chapter 5 using the resolution 
procedure which utilizes the adaptive window method it can be seen that the accuracy of the 
latter is significantly greater.
For closely spaced signal components, especially in the case of one strong and one weak 
component problems will arise for the amplitude accuracy, because leakage from the strong 
component leads to an over-estimation of the weaker component. Improvements can be 
achieved by increasing the displacement distance of the receiving antenna and hence the 
record length.
Displacing the antenna in one direction through the multipath field will lead to ambiguities 
of angles of arrival greater than 180°. If this ambiguity can not be resolved in a practical 
situation with the knowledge of the geometrical features on the paths a second amplitude 
envelope can be recorded. Conducting this measurement at a direction of displacement of 
angle V|/ with respect to the first displacement will after applying the DFT lead to a second 
spatial spectrum. Comparing the different spatial frequencies and the knowledge of angle \|/ 
can be utilised to resolve the ambiguity in the angle of arrival.
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CHAPTER 9 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STUDIES
9.1 Summary of studies and results
The ever increasing demand for radiowave communication systems has led to a growing 
number of users in the available frequency bands. This makes it desirable to utilize previously 
unused frequencies and to share existing frequency allocations. Chapter 1 highlights the 
relationship between large numbers of users of the same frequency bands and the increase in 
the risk of co-channel interference. Furthermore the move from long overland radio links to 
shorter local services with many services operating in and extending into urban areas gives 
rise to the need to assess the effects of buildings on the propagation channel in order to obtain 
a more efficient system planning.
Radio communication systems in built up areas are in many cases affected by multipath 
propagation. The concentration of buildings makes it very likely that a receiver will be 
subjected to a number signal components caused by reflections, scatter, diffraction etc from 
adjacent buildings. For efficient system planning as well as improving existing links it is 
important to gain an understanding of the multipath field geometry resulting from the 
interaction of signal components.
Usually a multipath field is complex and not easily resolved into its individual components. 
It is desirable to develop a technique that can identify the number of constituent signal 
components present and to quantify relatively the individual amplitudes as well as their 
angles of arrival at the receiving antenna. Such technique can also be used to yield valuable 
results for assessing the shielding properties of particular buildings. The amount of protection 
gained from a building in urban areas is reduced greatly by signal components being 
reflected, diffracted and scattered by adjacent obstacles. To assess the site-shielding 
properties of a building a complete understanding of the multipath field geometry therefore 
needs to be gained. These multipath geometries will often not be predictable because of the
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complexity of the physical processes giving rise to them. An analytical tool suitable for the 
investigation of such geometries would be very helpful.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the phenomenon of multipath propagation as well as the 
problems associated with it. It describes the propagating mechanism leading to the arrival of 
several signal components at a receiver location. The concept of site-shielding is introduced 
and the importance of an understanding of the multipath geometries involved in urban 
site-shielding situations is shown. The project is put into context with previous work 
undertaken in the field. The adaptation of holographic principles as used in optics for the 
purpose of angle of arrival estimation on height gain curves is explained. Chapter 2 gives an 
overview over various previous investigations into direction finding, component 
identification mainly based on using multiple array antennas for the measurements. The 
literature shows that data gathered in this way can be processed with a variety of the 
processing techniques. The choice of the Fourier transform as signal processing technique for 
this particular application is explained.
The aim of this research programme was to develop a multipath resolution technique utilizing 
the resulting amplitude envelope which can be recorded when displacing a receiving antenna 
linearly through a multipath field. Chapter 3 analyses mathematically the interaction of the 
various constituent multipath components. Functions are derived describing the amplitude 
envelope pattern measured when displacing the receiving antenna in small steps, each of a 
fraction of a wavelength through the multipath field. The simple model for the case of a two 
component multipath is developed and expanded to many components, i.e. n > 2.
Chapter 3 also presents a computer simulation which allows us to simulate the amplitude 
envelope pattern in any arbitrary multipath geometry. This simulation was developed to 
provide test data for the development and optimisation of a working resolution procedure.
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The second part of chapter three investigates a possible method to include multipath 
contributions originating from continuously distributed sources, i.e scatter.
Information about the number of constituent signal components as well as their amplitudes 
and angles of arrival can be extracted from the received amplitude envelope described in 
chapter 3.
This interference pattern exhibits a periodic or quasi-periodic nature. Therefore Fourier 
transform analysis lends itself for processing the measured pattern. Chapter 4 introduces and 
investigates the Fourier transform analyses. Spatial spectra of a number of significant 
simulated amplitude envelopes are presented. It is shown that the use of the recorded 
amplitude envelope will lead to a spectrum containing a large number of spurious spatial 
frequency components.
It is shown that the attempt to extract information about the amplitude values of the 
constituent multipath components will lead to equations which are shown to contain binomial 
series with slow convergence in cases where signal components become comparable. The 
resulting large number of terms in the series is an explanation for the numerous spurious 
spatial frequency components observed in the spatial spectrum. This makes identification of 
spectral lines linked to angles of arrival very difficult. An alternative was chosen as the 
method for the resolution procedure. It uses the square of the recorded data set. This leads to 
spatial frequency spectra with a far smaller number of spectral lines. These lines can be 
identified and related to the angles of arrival of multipath components. The magnitude of the 
spectral lines is used to determine the amplitudes of the individual signal components. It is 
shown, that a multipath component resolution from the spatial spectra of the amplitude 
envelope is feasible.
The spatial spectra of the received amplitude envelope contains spatial frequencies which in 
the majority of cases are not harmonically related. Applying the Discrete Fourier transform
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to signals of this nature gives rise to a number of problems. Prominent amongst these 
disadvantage is the problem of spectral leakage. Chapter 5 investigates the problems 
associated with the DFT and a solution to minimise the effects of these problems is presented. 
It consists of applying several DFTs with different spatial domain windows sizes to the same 
measured record which leads to a number of values for each spatial spectral line. It is 
demonstrated how to identify the correct amplitude and spatial frequency values for a spectral 
line from each field. The increase in accuracy over applying a single DFT is demonstrated. 
The different findings are combined and developed into a working multipath component 
resolution procedure. The accuracy of the final procedure is demonstrated with results gained 
by applying this procedure to simulated multipath geometries. These results show that high 
accuracy in resolving the multipath geometry from the simulated amplitude envelope can be 
achieved.
One of the objectives of this research programme is the establishment of a resolution 
procedure which can be verified in practical multipath situations. For this purpose an 
experimental programme was set up to both demonstrate the usefulness and test the 
performance of the developed resolution procedure which is described in chapter 6.
Three different sets of experiments were conducted. They comprised two different outdoor 
experimental arrangements and another set of indoor experiments. The outdoor experiments 
were conducted at 11.2 GHz, whereas the frequency used for the indoor experiments was 20 
GHz. The first set of outdoor experiment was set up on a large open area of playing fields. 
The aim of this set of experiments was to create controlled conditions to assess the validity 
of the results gained by applying the resolution procedure to the measured data. The open 
area was chosen because of the small amount of surrounding vegetation and other features, 
which minimized the level of background scatter and unwanted interference from sources not 
controlled by the experiment. The geometries creating the multipath field were set up using 
large reflector boards. This allowed a measurement of the signal contributions individually 
with reasonable accuracy. The individually measured components could then be compared
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with the results of the resolution procedure applied to the measured amplitude envelope in 
each experiment.
For the second set of outdoor measurements it was decided to use multipath geometries 
arising between real buildings to validate the results in situations encountered in practice. A 
site survey was carried out to identify suitable locations. It was essential that the chosen site 
gave a realistic representation of a multipath situation that might be encountered in urban 
surroundings. In addition the chosen multipath geometry has to be sufficiently well defined 
enabling the identification and measurement of the individual signal components with 
reasonable accuracy. These conditions are required to assess the accuracy of the resolution 
procedure in these cases. A site was chosen near Birmingham containing a number of high 
rise as well as smaller buildings.
A second experiment in this set was carried out on the campus of the University of 
Glamorgan. A location was chosen where the presence of multipath signal components had 
earlier posed difficulties to the evaluation of the site-shielding of a particular building 
(Haslett, 1993b).
The third set of experiments was carried out inside an anechoic chamber. The frequency used 
here was 20 GHz. A higher frequency was chosen partly dictated by the relatively small 
dimensions of the chamber compared to the outdoor experiments. The measurements were 
conducted with a different measurement system compared to the 11.2 GHz experiments.
The results of the above experiments are presented and discussed in chapter 7. The first set 
of outdoor experiments using the reflector boards showed that a multipath field was 
successfully generated using the boards. It demonstrated that applying the developed 
resolution procedure to a measured amplitude envelope pattern the multipath geometries 
could be successfully resolved. It is shown that the accuracy of the experimental results was 
within the expected limits.
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In the second set where buildings have resulted in the creation of a multipath field, resolution 
of the individual components was achieved. In the Birmingham experiment the results of the 
resolution procedure led to the discovery of an additional signal component, which had not 
been thought a significant contribution in the initial planning of the experiment. The 
multipath components in the campus experiment were again successfully resolved. Common 
to both experiments was a small over-estimation of the amplitudes of weak multipath 
components. The reason for this has to be seen in the difficulty of measuring the components 
individually even with highly directive antennas. Secondly the presence of noise on the 
measured data could be influential. The subject of noise and its effect in the resolution 
procedure is discussed in chapter 8.
The anechoic chamber experiments produced sufficiently accurate results despite the 
relatively small dimensions of the chamber. The indoor experiments demonstrated that the 
resolution procedure yields accurate results also in cases where a different frequency and 
measurement system were used.
Chapter 8 addresses the factors affecting the accuracy of the resolution procedure. A 
comparison is made between the accuracy generally associated with DFT processing and the 
improvement gained by using several DFTs with adaptable window size, as explained in 
chapter 5. Still a decrease in the accuracy of the resolved signal components can be observed 
if any components are of comparable value especially if their angles of arrival are closely 
spaced together.
Furthermore is the influence of noise on the record of the amplitude envelope discussed. It is 
shown that high noise levels on the input data for the DFT lead to over-estimation of the 
amplitudes of very small components.
One limitation found with the resolution procedure is that it only resolves angles between 0 
and 180. This is due to the symmetries in the cosine function producing replicated values for 
angles above 180. The reference direction for angles of arrival is the direction of antenna
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displacement. A restriction to 180° therefore means it is not distinguished wether signal 
components originate from the left or right hand side of that axis. In many practical 
applications it will be possible to assess from which side with respect to the direction of 
antenna displacement signal components originate from. However to generalize the 
procedure a method to extend this to 360° is discussed.
9.2 Conclusions
9.2.1 Contribution to models
The Fourier transform is a well known signal processing technique established for some time 
and is well documented in literature. It is used in a wide range of applications. Many standard 
approaches to implement Fourier transform techniques have been developed and are well 
documented. The DFT is today regarded a standard tool in many data processing applications. 
Despite the extensive literature on different techniques of implementing the DFT and 
associated limitations a novel approach had to be developed for the particular application in 
this research project. The author is confident that the multipath resolution procedure 
developed, using Fourier transform techniques, presented here is novel and presents an 
effective solution for a problem which arises in radio communications.
Firstly data containing amplitude values only was used as input for the procedure. Similar 
work documented in literature generally relies on the provision of complex input data 
including information about respective phases of received signals measured by the elements 
of an array of antennas. Furthermore the documented techniques often use several sets of data 
gathered at different times to increase the amount of input information. An application to 
follow such procedures would require highly involved measurements and expensive 
equipment.
Secondly it was possible to extend the procedure to the resolution of multipath field arising 
from n components. Many earlier reports had concentrated on the more trivial case of two
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components only mentioning the expansion to more terms, without actually demonstrating 
the multi-component case.
Finally and most importantly in order to achieve a high accuracy of the achieved results a 
method is developed which is novel differing from the classic windowing techniques reported 
in conjunction with DFT application.
To overcome the inevitable errors caused by spectral leakage when the DFT is applied a novel 
technique was developed. The effects of spectral leakage were found to be especially 
apparent because of the relatively short spatial records. These were in some cases no longer 
than one period for the fundamental spatial frequency of data with non-harmonically related 
frequency components. Applying several DFTs to the same data but with different window 
length in the spatial domain leads to a field of amplitude values for each spatial frequency 
line. It is demonstrated how the correct amplitude value for each line can be identified from 
this field and that a substantial increase in accuracy is achieved in this way. This made DFT 
analysis possible where results were not sufficiently accurate, because of the widely accepted 
shortcomings of the DFT performance on signals with non-harmonically related components.
During the investigations factors influencing the accuracy of the DFT one so far not widely 
know aspect related to spectral leakage was found and is documented. It is generally reported 
that spectral leakage of strong frequency components leads to the obscuring of neighbouring 
small frequency lines. However it was discovered that in some cases at certain window 
lengths a smaller frequency component is increased in value by the leakage of a strong 
adjacent spectral line. This 'lifting' effect in the resolution procedure leads to reduced 
accuracy for multipath signal components if their angles are closely spaced. 
The combination of the methods and findings described above is thought to make this 
approach of DFT application novel and highly useful in problems such as multipath 
resolution.
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9.2.2 Contribution to measurements
An very important aspect of this research programme was to design an experimental set up 
that could be used to validate in practice the multipath component resolution procedure 
designed with the help of a computer simulation. It was considered very valuable that a 
critical assessment of the developed procedure with both a comprehensive number of 
simulated data and also actual practical measurement data were to be conducted.
Several sets of measured data of amplitude envelopes patterns have been obtained during the 
course of this research programme. The frequencies at which the experiments have been 
carried out were 11.2 and 20 GHz. Many previous measurements have concentrated on lower 
frequencies with the majority of gathered data available in the frequency ranges used for 
mobile communications, i.e. between 900 MHz and 4 GHz. Although the physical 
propagation mechanisms involved are similar for those lower frequencies compared to the 
ones used here, a confirmation based on experiments must be regarded as valuable. The novel 
aspects of the experiments, as far as the author is aware, is that the dependency of the shape 
of the amplitude envelope on the different encountered multipath geometries was 
demonstrated in several different sets of measurements. Equally importantly that the 
parameters of the multipath geometries are retrievable from a measured amplitude envelope 
pattern alone without any phase information gathered. The experiments conducted in 
situations where the multipath field was created by building at existing sites are a valuable 
addition of practical measurement data at these frequencies. The measurements also show 
that in practice the number of discrete sources which significantly contribute to the multipath 
field is relatively small, i.e. n = 4.
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9.2.3 Contributions to published literature
The author has made the following contributions to published material:
"Results of component resolution of microwave signals received in a multipath 
field", (Al-Nuaimi, Richter), 8th UK national URSI colloquium, Leicester 1991
Poster presentation: "Method and results of components resolution of microwave 
signals in a multipath field", (Al-Nuaimi, Richter, 9th UK national URSI 
colloquium, Bradford 1992
"Resolution of constituent components in a multipath field using DFT", (Richter, 
Al-Nuaimi), Electronic Letters, 1995
"Characterisation of transhorizon radio paths at microwave frequencies", 
(Compton, Al-Nuaimi, Richter), submitted to Electronic Letters, 1998
Results of this research have been reported to the management committee of COST project 
235, namely working group 3. The committee papers themselves are normally not for 
publication. But results of this programme have been published in the final report of COST 
project 235 (COST 235, 1996)
9.2.4 General conclusions
A validated resolution procedure for typical multipath situations encountered especially in 
urban surroundings has been developed and successfully demonstrated. The intention was to 
design a procedure that can be relatively easily implemented avoiding the used of complex 
measurement set ups and expensive equipment. The developed procedure can be 
implemented with relatively simple means of engineering. Only one movable antenna is used 
intstead of an array of antennas. The only requirements for the receiver antenna are, that the 
angular radiation pattern is know and that the antenna small enough to be regarded as a
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lumped element in the given measurement environment. Requirements are a displacement 
mechanism for the receiver system that displaces the receiving antenna in small increments 
at a time over a distance of a few wavelength. The system used here was a steel guide with a 
threaded rod and bolt attachment to provide the accurate displacement intervals. A 
modification for other purposes could be the use of a rail system instead of the guide, if longer 
displacements are requires. The displacement itself can be automated and computer 
controlled for easy of data collection. The requirement for the processing of the data is a 
standard PC.
The method itself is applicable to a wide range of frequencies which makes it useful for many 
radio communications applications. The measurements in the anechoic chamber 
demonstrated that meaningful results can be obtained even if the antenna displacement 
appears to be larger than negligible in comparison to the distances between obstacles and 
receiver as well as transmitter and receiver. Scaling the 20 GHz anechoic chamber 
experiments up by a factor 100 for example would lead to an experimental area of 600 by 
200 metres at a frequency of 200 MHz. The area described contains the reflecting objects, 
transmitter and receiver. Judging by the anechoic chamber experiments, meaningful results 
should be obtainable in the above described scenario at frequencies as low as the upper VHP 
range. The limiting factor for higher frequency application of the procedure would have to 
be seen in the possible accuracy of the distance between displacement intervals. The 20 GHz 
experiments used 1.5 cm intervals. It appears to be reasonable that the mechanics can be 
engineered at reasonable cost for displacements a factor 10 smaller then those used, making 
this procedure applicable well into the millimetre wave range.
For an ever increasing number of users of radio frequency bands demands more efficient 
system planning this procedure should provide a useful tool for the analysis radio wave links 




The resolution procedure presented here concentrates on multipath fields created by 
contributions for discrete sources. These will no doubt be the majority of cases in any urban 
surrounding. However as shown in the second part of chapter 3 it might be possible to derive 
methods to extend the resolution of a multipath environment to continuously distributed 
sources. However further investigation into developing a practical procedure for this purpose 
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Appendix
Examples of most commonly used time domain windows and their Fourier transform:
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